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Preface

In February 2022, we have the pleasure to organize the 14th edition of the ZEUS
Workshop planned in Hannover, Germany. Due to the ongoing covid-19 pandemic,
the workshop is held virtually, giving us the chance to also invite our PC members
which are one of ZEUS’ success factors. Thanks a lot for your reviewing work
and the ongoing support.
This workshop series offers young researchers an opportunity to present and
discuss early ideas and work in progress as well as to establish contacts among
young researchers. For this year’s edition, we selected all twelve submissions
for presentation at the workshop. Each submission went through a thorough
peer-review process and was assessed by at least four members of the program
committee with regard to its relevance and scientific quality. The accepted
contributions cover the areas of Business Process Management, Cloud Computing,
Microservices, Software Design, and the Internet of Things.
The workshop was generously sponsored by Camunda Services GmbH.

Bamberg, February 2022
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Abstract. Complex BPMN models can be decomposed vertically by
using collapsed sub-processes and call activities. However, tool support
to ease modelers and model readers with the task of following the links
between such models is implemented differently in modeling tools and
it is unclear which variant is the best. Thus, the primary objective of
the planned study is to understand strengths and weaknesses of different
modeling support in tools and its implications on model comprehensibility.
We analyzed modeling tools for different navigation options and found
three different ways of support for modeling users. Based on those findings
we designed an experiment for an eyetracking study, which analyzes the
usability of the different implementation variants.
Keywords: BPMN · Understandability · Subprocess Navigation ·
Experiment

1

Motivation

BPMN is the lingua franca for business process modeling. For serving as a
communication medium best, models must be as comprehensible as possible for
their stakeholders. Especially the larger models get, the less understandable they
become. There has been much research into BPMN understandability lately. This
includes two experiments in the area of BPMN layout that result in conflicting
advice for designers of large BPMN models: A study that compares the use of
diagrams with subprocesses vs. flat diagrams by Turetken et al. [6, 7] and an
eye-tracking study comparing different layouts by Lübke et al. [4]:
While Turetken et al. found that subprocesses actually make it more difficult
for model readers to work with diagrams and lower understandability of the
models significantly, Lübke et al. found that diagrams that are too large to fit on
a single page reduce understandability. To overcome this diagrams can be laid
out to use more screen estate (e.g., multiline and snake layouts). However, this
strategy takes only so far – larger diagrams must be partitioned horizontally by
using link elements or vertically by using collapsed subprocesses.

J. Manner, D. Lübke, S. Haarmann, S. Kolb, N. Herzberg, O. Kopp (Eds.): 14th ZEUS
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Thus, the question arises how to structure large diagrams and which existing
modeling and layout options come with the least penalties. Before this question
can be answered, it needs to be established how to most efficiently navigate
subprocesses in BPMN. While Turetken et al. used both paper and on-screen
diagrams, we focus on screen-reading because – especially with executable BPMN
models – modeling is done in a modeling tool and not on paper.
While there have been studies into BPMN tooling, e.g., regarding their
standards compliance [3], and into the comprehensiblity of BPMN models in
general (e.g., with modular process models [1, 8]), to the best of our knowledge
the question of usability of subporcess navigation has not been researched yet.
As such, we have analyzed different tools with regard to the navigation options
offered to modelers for navigating process hierarchies with collapsed subprocesses.
Based on the identified options we propose an eye-tracking experiment to better
understand the impact of the different navigation options offered by modeling
tools on BPMN understandability.

2

Experimental Design

Our goal of our proposed experiment, according to the GQM (Goal-QuestionMetric) approach as adopted by Nick & Tautz for research [5], will be:
For the purpose of understanding the effect of different modeling
tooling
with regard to the quality aspect of understandability
of the object of a large BPMN diagram decomposed with collapsed
subprocesses
from the viewpoint of a reader of that model.
Prior to designing the expeirment we analyzed existing modeling tools for
their implementation of navigating collapsed subprocesses. We could identify
three navigation strategies, which we will use as different treatments in our
experiment as shown in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1. Different Tool Implementation Choices: a) No linking of Subprocess, b) Link for
Opening the Subprocess in a new Tab, and c) Bread Crumb Navigation

Title Suppressed
Due to
Length
Analyzing Subprocess
Navigation
in Excessive
BPMN Tooling

3
3

No Support (A): Users need to open a new model in a new tab, which requires
them to know which model to open, where it is saved etc. We found this, for
example, in Camunda Modeler and Enterprise Architect.
Subprocess Symbol Link (B): Users can link and jump to a subprocess
model by clicking on the (+) icon in the collapsed subprocess. The new
process is then opened in a new tab. We found this in Signavio Academic
Edition.
Breadcrumb Navigation (C): Users can also click on the (+) icon but the
opened model is shown in the same editor window. On top of the window a
path is shown where the user is currently located. We found this in ActiveVOS
Designer.
We decompose the overall research goal based on the identified navigation
methods in modeling tools into the following research questions:
– RQ1: How does different tool suppport implementations influence speed of
the users to navigate subprocess hierarchies?
– RQ2: How does different tool suppport implementations influence efficiency
of the users to navigate subprocess hierarchies?
– RQ2: How does different tool suppport implementations influence cognitive
load of the users to navigate subprocess hierarchies?

3

Planned Execution & Analysis

Our experiment will compare the three identified tool implementations of subprocess navigation. This is the only independent variable. To eliminate any other
influencing factor, we will not use different existing tools in our experiment
but will implement BPMN viewers each supporting one of the three navigation
methods only.
As a process model we use a large process model of the industrial project
Terravis, which is a Swiss large-scale process integration platform for end-to-end
integration of land register processes [2]. The main process model is refined via
several layers comprising 33 process models in the hierarchy.
We want to recruit both students and professional software developers &
process designers. Students are recruited in our lectures. For recruiting professionals we want to offer a one day training in specialized BPMN topics, e.g.,
testing, understandability of models etc., in exchange for the participation in the
experiment.
Each participant will be randomly assigned to one of three groups: one group
for each tool implementation option. As part of the experiment each participant
is asked to answer four questions regarding the business process model: Two
questions can be answered by looking at a single BPMN diagram within the
hierarchy while two other questions can only be answered with information
contained in different parts of the process hierarchy. By recording the participant
behavior with eye tracking, we can also determine differences in terms of visual
effort and "gaze on target"ratios in addition to comprehensibility.
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We want to measure and evaluate the following metrics for each experiment
group, which serve as the dependent variables:
– Speed: Time to Answer Questions, Time for Navigating the Process Hierarchy,
Number of Clicks used to navigate the process hierarchy
– Efficiency: Questions Correctly Answered, Questions Incorrectly Answered,
Task Efficiency (Correct Answers in Time), Number of Correct Navigations
in Process Hierarchy, Number of Incorrect Navigations in Process Hierarchy
– Cognitive Load: Average Fixation Duration, Number of Fixations, Dwell Time
on BPMN Elements relevant to Question, Dwell Time on BPMN Elements
irrelevant to Question, Pupil Diameter Size
These metrics will be tested for significant differences in means between
the different implementation options. Because there are three levels for the
independent variable, ANOVA will be used for testing differences in means of
depedent variables.
For achieving the envisioned power of 0.8 for hypothesis testing, we require 3
groups of 37 participants each, to detect a difference in means with an effect size
of 0.3 and, a significance level of 5%.

4

Conclusions & Outlook

Within this paper we have outlined an experiment for analyzing different tool
implementation options in BPMN tools to support users navigating process
hierarchies. The next steps will be to set up the experiment, which includes
develop modeling tools to be used in the experiment, recruit participants, and
develop the questions to be asked in the experiment) .When the COVID pandemic
permits we will start recruiting both students in on-site lectures and reach out
to software development companies for recruitment of professionals. If you are
interested in participating in this experiment please contact us.

Analyzing Subprocess Navigation in BPMN Tooling
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Towards a Framework for Business Process
Sustainability Analysis
Finn Klessascheck
Hasso Plattner Institute (HPI), University of Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany
finn.klessascheck@student.hpi.de

Abstract. The assessment and improvement of business processes is
an important driver of success in organizations. However, as opposed
to established KPIs and other metrics, the sustainability of business
processes is much less straightforward to measure and quantify, partly
due to the term’s ambiguity and an inherent difficulty to be measured.
In order to facilitate sustainability-oriented process redesign beyond
greenhouse gasses, existing methods can be enriched by considering
additional information from methods such as Life Cycle Assessment. This
enables a holistic and flexible analysis, and can serve as a measurable
driver for process redesign.
Keywords: Sustainability · Business Process Management · KPI.

1

Introduction

It is undeniable that climate change, driven by human influence, has a severe
impact on the world surrounding us. In order to avert even further alterations
with potentially catastrophic and unforeseeable consequences, actions have to
be taken. In its most recent report, the International Panel on Climate Change
states that limiting the emission of CO2 and other greenhouse gasses to at least
net-zero would be required to curb the extent of climate change [8]. Furthermore,
toxic substances introduced into the environment as a result of, for example,
wasteful manufacturing, play a significant role in the endangerment of biodiversity
and the promotion of risks to human health [12].
Industry and academia have reached a consensus that both a reduction of
emission of greenhouse gasses and an overall promotion of sustainability hold the
potential of mitigating or dampening the consequences of climate change. Business
Process Management (c.f. [16]), dealing with analysis, design, and implementation
of business processes, has led to various approaches for analysing and improving
the sustainability of these business processes, but these approaches generally limit
themselves to a few aspects which they assess (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions or
energy consumption), and a holistic approach has not yet been established. In the
following, related work and the concept of sustainability will briefly be discussed,
and a method that aims at alleviating some existing drawbacks by combining
additional perspectives with business process simulation will be outlined.
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Related Work

In the recent years, three main ways of integrating aspects of sustainability into
the toolset of BPM have emerged:
1. Activity-based costing, ABC — Methods which aim at measuring the
impact of a business process based on the individual cost of activities in
terms of, most commonly, greenhouse gasses, derived from a priori knowledge
of what cost an activity incurs. Activity-based emission analysis (ABE) (c.f.
[10, 11]) focusses on emissions according to the different scopes of the GHG
Protocol1 , a set of standards for greenhouse gas accounting for businesses
and governments.
2. Structure-based costing — Methods which aim at measuring a processlevel degree of sustainability by checking whether specific patterns that
contribute to sustainability in the domain of that process are followed [6, 7].
3. Modelling concepts — Methods which aim at enabling the expression and
modelling of a processes carbon footprint and greenhouse gas emissions [11].
Generally, all these approaches operate under a shared definition of sustainability: Sustainability = environmental + social + economic sustainability (c.f.
[15, 18]). As per [1], the economic facet deals with controlled growth, the social
facet with inter- and intra-generational justice, and the environmental facet with
preservation of the natural basis of life and its lifecycle. Figure 1 illustrates the
interrelationship between the three facets.
The focus here, however, generally lies on environmental sustainability, and in that, only on
greenhouse gasses according to the GHG Protocol
[6, 10, 17] or energy consumption [13]. Nonetheless,
Economy
it should be noted that the aspect of environmental
viable
sustainability is concerned with the preservation supportable
of the natural basis of life and its lifecycles, and
the security of the ecological conditions of human
durable
survival in general (c.f. [1, 5]). Here, it should be
stressed that not just greenhouse gas emissions
have a negative impact in that regard (c.f. [12],
and therefore more factors should be considered
just
Ecology
Social
in such an environmental sustainability analysis
– be it the amount of toxic materials involved, or
amount of waste generated, or the general detriFig. 1. Triad model of sustainmental impact the involved materials have on the ability, adapted from [9]
environment. Furthermore, all three ways strongly
constrain themselves to a specific domain, or even
a specific process, in order to validly assess the
sustainability. Additionally, activity-based costing is predominantly based on
pre-determined costing measures, which assign costs to activities derived from
1

https://ghgprotocol.org/
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certain measures, e.g., the amount of CO2 produced per page of paper, and the
average no. of sheets of paper involved in that activity. However, more than just
paper might be involved in that activity in a greenhouse gas-causing fashion, and
the degree of sustainability might be influenced more heavily by outliers, not
allowing the aggregation using the average. Moreover, to what degree certain
patterns contribute to the sustainability of a process highly depends on estimates
as well, where the influence some factors have over others is never assessed but
just estimated in order determine the more preferable patterns (c.f. [4, 6]).

3

Research Objective

The overall situation leads me to pose the following research questions:
1. How can the current understanding of sustainability be adapted to provide a
holistic picture in conjunction with a processes-level view?
2. How can ABC/ABE methods be extended to include other factors beyond
greenhouse gas emissions according to a holistic understanding of sustainability?
3. How can this extension be leveraged in a practical setting, e.g., in order to
drive process redesign, and how can this be implemented?
In order to establish a holistic approach that enables a quantitative analysis
of business processes w.r.t. sustainability, I aim to extend existing activity-based
costing approaches by considering additional data, and leverage process simulation
to arrive at a more accurate assessment.
In product design, the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method has been established in order to assess the environmental impact of different materials and
products in a holistic fashion [2]. Using LCA, the impact of products or processes
according to several measures can be determined and expressed in terms of
numerical scores. Such an LCA methodology is well-suited to enrich existing
sustainability analysis methods based on greenhouse gas-focussed activity-based
costing, and provides a useful and actionable contribution when applied in a
process-level setting. In detail, each activity can be assessed individually based on
the LCA method and, for example, the relevant materials or resources involved
in the execution. Additionally, based on the evaluation and scores of all activities,
a measure indicating the overall impact of the process and its instances and
variants can be determined. Here, the impact of activities and the process itself
over the course of multiple process executions with different activity and process
configurations can be assessed by using process simulation. Both individual and
overall scores can then be leveraged to enable process redesign with a focus on
improving sustainability and decreasing the environmental impact. It might also
be feasible, in future work, to combine this approach with others that aim to
optimize different metrics such as performance, service quality, or alignment with
certain incentives (e.g., [3, 14]), to allow process redesign w.r.t. sustainability
while maintaining other desirable properties of the process. An interesting question could also be how these different perspectives should be prioritized and
reconciled with each other.
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Conclusion

This position paper discusses the need for facilitating a holistic analysis of business
process sustainability than allowed by the existing works. With a combination of
activity-based costing methods and data elicited through Life Cycle Assessment
methods, a clearer understanding can be reached. This understanding can then
be used to re-design processes with sustainability as the primary motivator.
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Towards Retrograde Process Analysis in Running
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Abstract. Process mining algorithms are highly dependent on the existence and quality of event logs. In many cases, however, software systems
(e.g., legacy systems) do not leverage workflow engines capable of producing high-quality event logs for process mining algorithms. As a result,
the application of process mining algorithms is drastically hampered for
such legacy systems. The generation of suitable event data from running legacy software systems, therefore, would foster approaches such as
process mining, data-based process documentation, and process-oriented
software migration of legacy systems. This paper discusses the need for
dedicated event log generation approaches in this context.
Keywords: legacy systems, process mining, code analysis, event log

1

Introduction

Software applications are implemented to address the needs of users, use cases,
and business processes. However, the majority of common software systems (e.g.,
legacy systems or individual software solutions) have not been designed with the
goal to provide high-quality process-related event logs that allow for comprehensive process analyses and visualizations with modern process mining tools.
Relevant questions emerging in legacy software modernization projects include,
for example, how the process implemented by the legacy software system is
structured (Process Discovery) or to what extent its execution deviates from a
predefined to-be process (Conformance Checking). Currently, there exist three
basic approaches to obtain process models:
1. Log analysis uses existing logs (e.g., event logs) to reconstruct the implemented process based on audit or workflow data. Consequently, the quality
of the resulting process model is directly correlated with both the existence
and quality of corresponding event logs [2,3]. However, a vast majority of
individual applications and legacy systems are often unable to provide appropriate event logs. Moreover, even database-centric applications typically
do not provide transaction-level audit data. Consequently, there has been no
effective entry point for process mining yet.
2. Interviews may be conducted to discover the desired process model as
perceived by key users and process owners [9]. Additionally, data models
may be parsed to identify effects of processes on corresponding data. Analyzing such data models enables assumptions on the underlying processes.
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This approach, however, is very time consuming and paved with both misunderstandings and misconceptions. In addition, interviews do not ensure
completeness of the relevant processes and their various aspects, as they
often neglect exceptions or specific process perspectives (e.g., data, time).
3. Pattern recognition attempts to identify typical process patterns in various data pools using algorithms from the field of artificial intelligence [1].
The algorithms require a deep analysis and learning phase prior to their
application to the raw data. This is a time-consuming, cost-intensive, and
fuzzy approach, which is therefore hardly pursued.
In the context of legacy systems, however, none of the presented approaches is
easily applicable. All three approaches have in common that the business processes (and event logs), implemented by the legacy software systems, need to be
represented accurately. Since most individual software solutions do not necessarily use process engines capable of delivering suitable process data, alternative
approaches are required. One approach to tackle this challenge is, to observe
process participants during process execution and to record their interactions
with the software system resulting in a fine-grained documentation.
Section 2 describes the proposed solution approach. Section 3 discusses related work. Finally, Section 4 provides a summary and outlook.

2

Solution Approach

A human-centered business process can be defined as a sequence of user interactions with a software application, where each interaction is subject-bound (i.e.,
part of the same transaction). In legacy systems, such processes can be initiated
and terminated by suitable actions (e.g., pre-defined key combinations or menu
items). Adding such actions to an event stream with the associated application
object (e.g., an order identified by its unique order number), subsequently, process mining tools will have process related event logs as input. The collected
event data may then constitute the basis for a plethora of use cases, such as
process documentation, process mining, and process-oriented cost estimations
for modernizing legacy software systems (i.e., software migration). We aim to
create different logging variants for existing legacy production systems:
1. Dedicated recording documents existing processes by assigning related
program components. Users may determine the start and end of the recording
using predefined key combinations, thus precisely delimiting all activities
that constitute the recorded process (or the considered process part).
2. Silent recording tracks the entire usage of the application from the first
login until closing the application. A decision can be made as to whether
this should be done for all sessions or only for selected user sessions (e.g.,
only sessions of users from a certain department). Furthermore, it may be
configured, which information should be stored (e.g., to ensure compliance
with data protection requirements).
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To minimize the performance effects of these recording on running applications,
we rely on existing logging mechanisms of the application infrastructure.
For Oracle applications using a WebLogic Server, for example, Oracle Diagnostic Logging (ODL) offers extensive possibilities to manage application information via the administration console. Among others, oracle logger classes (e.g.,
Application Development Framework ) may use this information through ODL
handlers [15]. In Single Page Applications (e.g., the Oracle JavaScript Extension
Toolkit JET), the primary object is known, however, the context between multiple process steps may get lost due to the loose coupling of user sessions and
services. Even applications based on Oracles Forms allow adding appropriate
message calls for each PL/SQL unit.
Using existing system logging functionality, the recording quality is significantly increased compared to purely mining the data model, as user interactions
can be unambiguously linked to the process, program code, and associated data.
Fig. 1 depicts the approach. In a first step we identify relevant objects using
information from the database and the source code of the application. However,
especially in databases of legacy systems, assumptions such as good normalization or even the existence of foreign key constraints are often not applicable.
The reason for this is that in many cases the logic is represented in the source
code of applications rather than the database. By combining knowledge from
the database (e.g., create, read, update, and delete -operations) and corresponding source code (e.g., code fragments corresponding to such operations), we are
able to tackle this issue. After having identified process-relevant objects in both
source code and database, we correlate them and add code tracking capabilities
to the legacy system using, for example, the possibilities mentioned previously.
This does then enable the generation of event logs from either dedicated or silent
recording. These event logs may then be used during analysis.
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Fig. 1. General approach

When analyzing event logs generated from such legacy systems, a valuable
effect can be achieved that the three approaches described in Section 1 are unable
to provide: If certain entries in the event stream are missing when comparing the
event stream with the source code, this indicates that the process steps involved,
although implemented and present, have never been used. This information is
essential when removing technical debts and modernizing legacy systems [8].
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Related Work

This work is related to the research areas process mining, event log generation,
and code analysis. Process mining [2] provides techniques to discover business
process models from event logs [16,12], to evaluate conformance between process
event logs and models [6], and to enhance processes [3]. Existing process discovery approaches mainly focus on the control flow perspective while the data
perspective is mostly neglected [13]. The latter is of particular interest for meaningful process analysis and improvements (e.g., legacy system migration to new
software architectures).
Event log generation is concerned with the generation of event log based on
various sources. In [11,4], approaches to record user activities based on desktop
actions (e.g., for robotic process automation) are presented. Our approach is
also able to correlate such desktop actions with the corresponding source code
fragments and database operations, allowing for a more detailed event log generation. The case study presented in [14] discusses the generation of event logs
from a real-world data warehouse of a large U.S. health system. While some
challenges (e.g., correlating events) may also arise in the context of legacy systems, we plan to minimize required domain expert interviews by automatically
extracting domain knowledge from the source code.
Code analysis comprises traditional analysis (e.g., style checking or data flow
analysis [10]) and profiling (e.g., CEGAR [7] and BMC [5]) which, combined with
process knowledge, yield great potential for software improvement and migration.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

This paper emphasizes the need for spending research efforts on the recording
of high quality event data in legacy systems. This not only enables the application of existing process mining algorithms, but also additional use cases such
as, for example, data-driven process documentation, facilitation software migration projects or cost reduction through process-driven development. Note that
corresponding work is also relevant in the context of robotic process automation
[17].
Acknowledgments This work is part of the SoftProc project, funded by the
KMU Innovativ Program of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research,
Germany (F.No. 01IS20027A)
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Abstract. In the microservice domain, self-adaptive systems exist that
reconfigure themselves to adhere to their guaranteed quality of service in
the face of a changing environment. Constant changes in the environment
enforce continuous adaptations of the system. Especially, different and
potentially conflicting adaptations might interact, making it challenging
to explain the decision and rationale behind the overall reconfiguration.
In this paper, we discuss different approaches for the explainability of
self-adaptive systems. Furthermore, we propose our approach to achieve
a good trade-off between explainability and its performance impact for
the mandatory data gathering. The approach encompasses eliciting requirements regarding explanations and their representations and experimenting on reference architectures for insights into the data required to
fulfil the requirements.
Keywords: Microservices · Self-adaption · Explainability.

1

Introduction

Modern Cloud-native applications increasingly consist of self-adaptive microservice systems to better cope with constant changes in the environment and demands [10]. To achieve a better overall resilience, services adapt themselves
through reconfigurations of their architecture, e.g., by scaling or by replacing
entire failed services [1, 4]. Therefore, a self-adaptive system must monitor and
analyze its current state, plan on which adaptions to take, if any required, and
execute these actions without human intervention [6].
Due to the varying amount of users in the cloud, the workload changes constantly and enforces continuous adaptions, which may, either accidentally or on
purpose, happen simultaneously and, therefore, influence or even conflict with
each other. As an example, for two dependent services that are part of a larger
architecture, scaling out the consuming service increases the incoming load of the
consumed one, causing the consumed one to scale as well. Regarding conflicts,
a service might define adaptation rules based on different metrics, e.g., response
time and CPU load. In case the response time increases while the CPU load
does not, e.g., if the increased response time is caused by waiting for another
service, the response time rule triggers a scale out, followed by the CPU load
rule trying to scale back in. In these examples, the behaviour deviates from the
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expected or is sub-optimal. To comprehend the behaviour and to improve and
fix the system, a DevOps engineer must understand the rationale behind the
performed self-adaptations [12], especially if they are frequently recurring [13].
However, the interactions between potentially conflicting adaptations are challenging to understand, especially if the adaptation rules are more elaborated.
Consequently, the need to explain the interactions between various adaptations
arises. To create an explanation that DevOps engineers easily understand, we
must identify which information the explanation should contain. Furthermore,
for the sake of performance, we must find a reasonable trade-off between the
amount of gathered data and the granularity of the explanation. This leads to
our problem statements:
Problem 1. What is mandatory information to explain the coordination of and
the interactions between multiple, perhaps conflicting reconfigurations and their
impact on the system’s overall adaptation behaviour?
Problem 2. How can we obtain the components of such an explanation while
keeping a trade-off between the quality of the explanation and the performance
impact of the data gathering?

2

Related Work

Explainability is becoming increasingly popular and essential in many research
fields as it allows developers to understand systems more efficiently [5, 12]. In
the context of cyber-physical systems, Bohlender et al. [3] characterise an explanation as a collection of information that has a target group and a subject and
improves the target groups’ understanding of the subject [3]. As the usefulness
of the explanation depends on the target group, this endorses the importance of
our first problem.
Klös et al. [8, 9] consider the explainability of self-learning self-adaptive systems. Their system adapts based on timed adaption rules and improves them
with a genetic learning algorithm. It records various information, such as which
condition in the system or environment triggered the adaption, the adaptation’s
expected effects and its actual effects, and feeds these information into a learning algorithm [9, 8]. Furthermore, they state that the collected information may
serve as explanations of the system’s adaptions or as a foundation to create further explanations for specific target groups [7]. In contrast to our problem, their
initial focus is on explaining the self-learning aspect. In addition, they focus on
single rules only instead of coordinated reconfigurations.
Blumreiter et al. [2] propose the reference framework MAB-EX for selfexplaining systems. Their framework consists of four steps: (1) Monitor, (2) Analyze, (3) Build and (4) EXplain. Monitor and Analyze are analogous to the steps
from the MAPE-K [6] loop. Build creates the explanation, and Explain transforms the explanation into a representation befitting the receiver and transmits
it to the receiver [2]. The last step emphasises the importance of the target
group. MAB-EX proposes two realisations for assisted driving systems [2]. In
contrast to that, we focus on self-adaptive microservice systems.
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3

Proposed Approach

In compliance with Bohlender et al. [3], we define DevOps engineers as the target group for explanations of self-adaptations. Furthermore, we identified three
subjects: (1) (non-)application of a single reconfiguration, (2) coordination of
reconfigurations, and (3) influences and relations between reconfigurations.
For our first problem statement, we already conducted an expert survey regarding reconfiguration on a Kubernetes cluster and found out that DevOps
engineers consider Kubernetes’ primarily textual representations and logs challenging to understand and, therefore, preprocessed cognitive effective representations are needed. Next, we plan to conduct an expert survey on DevOps engineers
to identify requirements, mandatory information, and suitable representations,
e.g. text or visual, interactive or static, which improve the DevOps engineers’
understanding of the self-adaptations. We expect that an explanation requires at
least information about (1) the components which were adapted, (2) the configuration of the components before the adaption, (3) the time of the adaption, and
(4) the environmental change stimuli, e.g., the workload for the affected components triggering the adaption. Based on the elicited requirements, we decide on
a fitting representation for the explanations. For example, explanations could be
reported as cross-component issues [14] in Gropius [15], as issues are an already
well-established natural platform to explain problems. This way, the explanations would be available in the developer’s IDE to reduce context-switches [16].
For the second problem statement, we need a reference architecture for selfadaptive systems to evaluate our solution approach. The system is required to
execute not only single reconfigurations but multiples in coordination while providing various metrics and data for the explanations. We plan to conduct a literature survey to identify suitable reference architectures, starting with the list provided by Taibi1 . To monitor environmental change-stimuli to simulate and gain
required information to explain adaptions, we plan to instrument OpenAPM [11]
solutions. Especially, the monitoring solution should provide data and insights
about the system’s behaviour after a reconfiguration to assert the correct execution of adaption. However, deciding on the monitored metrics, their level of
detail, and how long to preserve the data depends on the requirements collected
in problem 1. Finally, we plan to evaluate explanations created from our reference architecture’s adaptions for their comprehensibility by performing expert
surveys with DevOps engineers as representatives of our target group.

4

Conclusion

Interactions between self-adaptations and potential conflicts between them are
difficult to understand. Therefore, the need for explaining the rationale behind
such adaptations arises. However, current approaches focus on explaining single adaptations only. Therefore, we propose our ideas of improving the DevOps
engineers’ understanding of a self-adaptive system by explaining single system
1
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reconfiguration decisions as well as coordinated reconfiguration decisions and
their influences on and relations with each other. Our ideas include (1) determining the requirements for explanations in self-adaptive systems and (2) how
to create a suitable explanation.
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Abstract. In knowledge-intensive processes, knowledge workers have to
choose from many actions those that align best with their objectives. This
is challenging since such a decision involves explicit and tacit knowledge
and may affect the future of the process in intricate ways. In other words,
they cause a high cognitive load. Using flexible case models, we present
an automated recommender system that determines the best possible
action for given key performance indicators. This supports knowledge
workers to accomplish their goals efficiently.
Keywords: Case Management · Decision Support · Recommendations

1

Introduction

Knowledge-intensive business processes (KiPs) are characterized as multi-variant
and unpredictable [2], calling for flexibility at design- and run-time [2]. Hence,
new modeling approaches have emerged, which are more declarative [11, 16] and
data-centric [3, 12, 13, 19] than traditional, imperative ones (e.g., such as BPMN).
With the help of an execution engine, modeled processes can be enacted [24].
At run-time, knowledge workers drive a case by deciding which of the possible
next actions to execute. These decisions are interconnected and knowledgeintensive [22] and drive the process gradually towards its goal.
Due to the flexibility, knowledge workers may choose from numerous activities,
and the effect of a particular activity on the process outcome is not necessarily
apparent. This makes it difficult to plan the execution of KiPs, i.e., arranging
actions in a sequence leading to a certain goal. Planning, however, is characteristic
for knowledge work [17]. In KiPs, goals are typically defined by the knowledge
workers at run-time. This is called late goal modeling [2].
Different approaches of providing recommendations to support planning exist,
including predictive process monitoring techniques [4, 21] and decision support
via process simulation [18, 25]. However, both approaches cannot be applied to
KiPs, as these processes are unrepeatable and unpredictable [2].
Therefore, we propose a model-based approach for providing recommendations.
In [6], we already presented a solution to allow knowledge workers to define
objectives during run-time. Objectives describe desired case states. We aim to
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analyze the model and the execution context to recommend how to reach such a
state. Two research questions emerge:
RQ1 What are the requirements for recommendations in KiPs?
RQ2 How can such recommendations be derived?
Our approach is based on fragment-based Case Management [10]. We analyze
the nature of KiPs and the requirements for late goal modeling. To provide
recommendations, we query the state space of a case model and search for
activities that most likely lead to desired states.
In Sect. 2, we present related work. The groundwork regarding fragment-based
Case Management and modeling objectives is elaborated in Sect. 3, while our
approach is elaborated in Sect. 4. We discuss the current state of work and future
research and conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2

Related Work

KiPs are highly flexible and driven by the decisions of knowledge workers [2, 20].
Various approaches for modeling knowledge-intensive processes have been proposed: some are declarative, like DECLARE [16] and Dynamic Condition Response Graphs [11]. Others are data-centric, such as Guard-Stage-Milestone [12],
PHILharmonicFlows [13], and BAUML [3]. The survey papers by Di Ciccio et
al. [2] and Steinau et al. [19] provide an overview of knowledge-intensive and
data-centric approaches, respectively.
The limited support for data in declarative approaches and for activities
in data-centric approaches, calls for hybrid ones [1], one of which is fragmentbased Case Management [10]. This approach focuses on highly structured process
fragments that can be combined dynamically during run-time. It allows combining
imperative control flow and declarative data flow. Recent extensions define the
modeling of data associations [7], multiplicity constraints [9], and colored Petri
net semantics [5]. However, the models use implicit data flow to buy flexibility at
the cost of comprehensibility, challenging knowledge workers in planning actions.
Planning is an important task in knowledge work [17]. Marella et al. proposed
an approach for automating planning in business processes [14,15], which does not
apply to the knowledge worker-centric nature of KiPs. Wynn et al. and Rozinat
et al. provide decision support based on simulating business processes [18, 25].
As KiPs are unrepeatable and unpredictable [2], a non-repeatable simulation
provides only limited support. Furthermore, predictive business process monitoring approaches aim at predicting the next actions to be executed [4, 21].
Those predictions are based on past executions, which, again, contradicts the
unrepeatable and unpredictable nature of KiPs.
The challenge of assisting planning KiPs remains open. First steps have been
made by providing a framework for knowledge workers to define objectives [6].
In this paper, We show how objectives can be used to derive recommendations.
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Backgound

Our approach is based on the fragment-based case management (fCM) approach.
Furthermore, this paper continues our work of allowing knowledge workers to
define objectives during run-time [6]. In the following, we provide an overview of
the fCM approach and our previous work regarding modeling objectives.
3.1

Fragment-Based Case Management

Fragment-based case management (fCM) combines imperative control flow and
declarative data flow [10]. In fCM, the process is composed of multiple fragments,
which are control flow graphs similar to BPMN models. Additionally, data flow
defines data requirements and operations of activities. It constrains how fragments
can be combined during run-time. An fCM case model furthermore includes a
data model, object behaviors, and a termination condition. The data model
consists of data classes, associations, and multiplicity constraints [5, 7, 9]. Each
data class has a state transition system defining the behavior of corresponding
objects. The termination condition specifies the goal of the process.
In the following, we introduce the exemplary case model for assessing and
deciding on insurance claims. A more detailed explanation of the example can be
found online1 .
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Fig. 1. Extract of fragments of the insurance claim handling process.
1
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Advice

[medium]

[created]

The detailed example is available at https://github.com/AnjoSs/DS4KiPs
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The process starts with receiving a claim. The first fragment F1 is executed,
and a risk is assessed. Given the risk, the knowledge worker can decide on the
claim in F2. It can be accepted, rejected, or remain in question. A case in the
state in question must be reassessed. During the reassessment, multiple expert
assessments can be requested (F3 ), created (F4), and reviewed (F5). With the
resulting assessments, the claim can be reassessed (F6 ), and the decision on the
claim can be revised (F7 ).

Fig. 2. The data model and object behaviors of the insurance claim handling process.

The data objects are instances of the classes Claim, Risk, Assessment, and
Advice (see Fig. 2). Each claim can have one risk, and multiple expert assessments.
From a number of assessments, an advice object can be retrieved. A claim can
be in the states received, approved, in question, and rejected. A risk can be low,
medium, or high. However, it cannot be changed from low to high or vice versa.
An assessment can be rejected, created, then approved or rejected and improved.
An advice can be either to approve or reject the claim
3.2

Modeling Objectives

In [6], we present a framework for specifying objectives based on an fCM model.
Objectives are constraints on the state of a case. They can refer to data objects,
their relationships, and to activities.
A case includes data, described by a set of data object O and a set of links
L. Each object o ∈ O belongs to a class o.class and has an ID o.id and a state
o.state. A link l ∈ L is an unordered pair of data objects.
Furthermore, each case has a set A of activity instances, henceforth called
actions. An action a ∈ A is an instance of an activity a.activity. It has a state
a.state, which is either initial, control flow enabled, data flow enabled, enabled,
running, or terminated [10]. Furthermore, an action reads a set of data objects
a.reads and writes a set of data objects a.writes. By executing an action, the
state of the case (i.e., the sets O, L, and A) change. Using first-order logic, we
can express knowledge workers’ objectives using O, L, and A.
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The objective g1 , for example, requires an enabled instance of activity revise
decision reading an advice in state approve:
g1 ≡ ∃a ∈ A, ∃o ∈ a.reads :a.activity = (revise decision) ∧ a.state = enabled
o.class = Advice ∧ o.state = approve
Multiple objectives can furthermore be composed by defining a partial order
among them. It specifies the order in which the objectives need to be accomplished.

4

Recommendations for Knowledge Workers

With the opportunity to specify objectives at hand, the question is how to
derive recommendations for the knowledge worker. Our approach focuses on
analyzing the state space of the model itself. As the objectives are subject to the
characteristics of late goal modeling, knowledge workers have special requirements
for their recommendations. In the following, we elaborate on these requirements
and explain how to derive suitable recommendations from a case.
4.1

Recommendation Requirements

KiPs are emergent [2]. Thus, it is impossible to plan far ahead. Instead, recommendations should focus on the immediate decision of choosing the next action.
Yet, decisions still need to be made by knowledge workers, as they may have
knowledge that is not part of the case state. To support workers, we calculate a
score for all possible next actions. Purely based on the model, the action with the
highest score aligns best with the objectives of the worker, i.e., it is recommended.
Objectives arise during run-time [9]. As the execution context may change,
new objectives arise, and existing objectives change or become obsolete [2].
A knowledge worker must be able to update their objectives during run-time.
Subsequently, recommendations can be calculated and actions can be (re)planned.
Weinzierl et al. [23] state that recommendations should be made w.r.t. to
key performance indicators, which can be derived from data objects or past
executions (i.e., event logs). In our approach, the key performance indicators are
combined into a path cost function. Constant costs for all paths are equal to
no cost function. Another simple implementation costs a path according to its
length (number of activities). In summary, we require two user inputs:
1. A set of objectives that need to be fulfilled in the future.
2. A path cost function representing meaningful key performance indicators.
The expected results of recommendations and the described user inputs
define the requirements of knowledge workers towards recommendations. RQ1 is
answered.
Consider our example from Sect. 3. The knowledge worker has specified the
objective g1 requiring revise decision reading an advice object in the state approve
to be enabled. Assuming the case is in a state in which the claim has state in
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question, the risk is medium, two assessments are already approved, and no advice
exists yet. The tasks reassess claim and request expert assessment are enabled.
Now, a new objective g2 emerges. It requires revise decision to be enabled for an
advice object linked to at least three approved assignments.
Starting in the current state, the knowledge worker is interested in reaching
the objectives g1 and g2 . As a path cost function, the objectives should be reached
with as few activities as possible. Therefore, we calculate a corresponding score
for the next activities reassess claim and request expert assessment.
4.2

Deriving Recommendations

A business process model can be encoded into a planning domain [15], which can
be used to derive recommendations. For this purpose, we reuse fCM’s colored
Petri net formalization [5, 8]. It enables us to calculate and explore the model’s
state space, i.e., a directed graph consisting of all states and state transitions.
We calculate the scores for actions as follows (cf. Alg. 1): For each action, we
start a breath-first search in the target state. We search for paths that result
in a state satisfying the knowledge worker’s objectives. For each such path, we
calculate its costs. The inverse of the cost is added to the action’s score. The
rationale behind this scoring function is “if more cheap paths satisfying the
objectives exist, the score of an action is higher.” In other words, an action scores
higher if it is likely to lead efficiently to a state, where all objectives are satisfied.

Algorithm 1 The score evaluation for next activities
function retrieve recommendations(current state, objectives, path cost function)
action scores ← [ ]
Q ← queue(next(current state))
while Q is not empty do
current path ← Q.pop()
if objectives hold in current path[last] then
action scores at current path[0] += 1 ÷ path cost function(current path)
else
for next action in next(current path) do
Q.push(current path.append(next action))
end for
end if
end while
return action scores
end function

The presented algorithm provides a solution for deriving recommendations
according to their requirements. It addresses and answers RQ2.
Considering the example, in the current state, reassess claim and request
expert assessment are enabled. For both, a score is computed how likely they
efficiently lead to a state, where g1 and g2 hold. All paths that start by executing
reassess claim create an advice with only two assessments. This does not suffice to
satisfy g2 . A new advice would need to be created with three or more assessments.
On the other side, by executing request expert assessment, it is possible to create
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and review a new assessment, and to create the advice based on three assessments
directly. There are shorter paths starting in request expert assessment than those
starting in reassess claim. Therefore, Alg. 1 will rank request expert assessment
higher than reassess claim.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

In our approach, we propose the use of a breadth-first search algorithm. The state
space of a case grows exponentially and is possibly infinite. Search algorithms
might not terminate. In combination with useful termination conditions, a breadthfirst search can terminate early and lead to approximate results without querying
the whole state space. The algorithm aims to find all reachable states where the
objective holds, it derives optimal results for the specified path cost function.
What especially suitable path cost functions look like, still needs to be evaluated.
For evaluation, we implemented a first prototype2 , which makes simple recommendations. It uses fCM’s colored Petri net formalization and CPN-Tools3 [5, 8]:
By analyzing the model’s state space, our prototype can verify for each possible next action whether the objectives can be satisfied eventually. This allows
knowledge workers to assess whether an action complies with their objectives.
In future work, we plan to extend the prototype. First, knowledge workers
need to be allowed to input the objectives and the cost function. Second, the
prototype needs to calculate and return the scores of actions. Also, some technical
challenges need to be addressed. Due to the flexibility of fCM, the state space
is expected to grow exponentially. The algorithm for the state space search
profits from optimization. The definition of fCM allows the state space even
to be infinite, so the algorithm might not terminate at all. In practice, useful
termination conditions for the search need to be found. Furthermore, a qualitative
evaluation in the form of a user study can help to gain insights for the presented
approach and prove it to work.
In this paper, we propose a framework allowing knowledge workers to state their
requirements toward recommendations. These requirements consist of objectives
and a path cost function, which encodes meaningful key performance indicators.
The case model’s state space is then analyzed in the search for paths towards
states that satisfy the objectives. The more likely an action is to be part of such
paths, and the cheaper the paths are, the higher the action is recommended.
With our work, we aim to support knowledge workers in making decisions. This
support is a great asset for utilizing knowledge-intensive processes in practice.

2
3

https://github.com/bptlab/fCM-query-generator/tree/ZEUS_2022
http://cpntools.org
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A Review of Approaches for Quality Model
Validations in the Context of Cloud-native
Applications
Robin Lichtenthäler and Guido Wirtz
Distributed Systems Group, University of Bamberg, Germany

Abstract. Quality models considering internal design characteristics of
software should represent reality as accurately as possible. This can be
ensured through a validation of relations between quality attributes. In
this work we review validation approaches used in literature. We conclude
that in an early design phase, surveys and expert interviews are suitable
to validate quality attributes and their relations while for complete quality
models quantitative validations through measures are advised.

Keywords: Quality model, Empirical validation, Cloud-native

1

Introduction

Quality models are used in software engineering to enable a structured assessment
of the quality of a system according to quality attributes deemed important
for it [12]. To do so, quality models typically include a theory of how certain
software characteristics are related to higher level quality attributes and how
such characteristics and attributes can be measured and combined to enable a
quantitative quality assessment [1]. An example would be the theory used by
Bansiya et al. [4] that in an object-oriented system the characteristic of coupling
impacts extendability in the sense that high coupling has a negative impact on
extendability. Coupling is stated to be quantitatively measurable by counting
for each class to how many other classes it is directly related [4]. Such theories
therefore constitute the inner basis of a quality model and the degree to which
they are able to represent the reality ultimately determines the applicability and
usefulness of a quality model. AL-Badareen et al. [1], however, also state that
quality models are often formulated in a subjective manner and refer to a finding
from Kitchenham and Pfleeger [25] that “software quality models suffer from a
lack of rationale for the relationships between quality characteristics and how the
lowest levels properties are composed into an overall assessment of higher level
quality characteristics” [1]. The question of how quality models can be validated,
that means how well they represent reality, is therefore relevant and important
for providing quality models that are useful in practice.
In a recent study [33], we have formulated a quality model for cloud-native
application architectures that is based on the Quamoco quality meta-model
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[48]. Quality attributes are called factors in the Quamoco context and they can
be either higher-level quality aspects or lower-level measurable product factors.
To formulate factors and their interrelationships, called impacts, we relied on
the ISO 25010 standard [19] in combination with suggestions from practitioner
books. Nevertheless, the resulting quality model includes a subjective notion. A
validation of the model and especially of the stated impacts would be beneficial
for future work that uses the model. In this work, our aim therefore is to review
existing approaches for validating quality models, especially in an empirical way.
Our quality model for cloud-native applications [33] serves as a use case for
which we want to derive implications for how a validation of such a newly created
quality model could be performed and which aspects need to be considered. The
contribution of this work is an overview of how and how often quality models
proposed in literature are validated. In addition, we review approaches that exist
to ensure the validity of quality models with implications for the formulation of
new quality models. To summarize this, we aim to answer the following research
questions:
RQ1: To what extent and how are quality models proposed in literature
validated?
RQ2: Which implications can be derived for a proper validation of newly
formulated quality models?
In the following, we provide some foundations on quality models in Sect. 2,
discuss related work in Sect. 3 and present our methodology in Sect. 4. We
describe our results and answers to our research questions in Sect. 5, before
concluding our work with an outlook in Sect. 6.

2

Hierarchical Software Quality Models

The term quality model is to some extent used ambiguously and can for example
also refer to a list of rules checked through static code analysis [34] where quality
is measured directly based on the number of rule violations found in a software.
In this work, however, the focus is on so-called hierarchical quality models [4]
where a hierarchy exists from lower-level measures to higher-level quality aspects.
Hierarchical quality models can integrate and interrelate multiple quality aspects
and enable a more detailed evaluation of software quality. In turn, theories are
needed to state the relationships between lower-level measures and higher-level
quality aspects mediated by software characteristics.
In broad fields, such as software engineering, theories are difficult to generalize
and often apply well only within certain contexts. Therefore, different quality
models exist for different domains, for example object-oriented systems [4],
embedded systems [35], Web services [42], or SOA architectures [16]. A contrast
to these specializations are the emerged standards for quality in software: ISO 9126
[18] and its successor ISO 25010 [19]. The consequence, however, is that these
standards mainly cover higher level quality attributes and advice on how to
measure and evaluate software quality. Nevertheless, the standards provide a
theoretical basis which has been validated through the structured definition and
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refinement process involving a group of experts. But for context-specific quality
models including lower level quality attributes and measures the question of
how well the underlying theory maps to reality remains. The methodological
approach for ensuring the validity of a theory, and therefore of a quality model,
is referred to as validation. We distinguish validation from evaluation in this
work by considering evaluation as the approach of using a quality model for
evaluating the quality of a software. Although in literature, these two terms
are used inconsistently. Another distinction which is important for discussing
different validation approaches, is that between internal characteristics of a
software which are evaluated by analyzing the internal implementation of a
system and external characteristics of a software which can only be evaluated at
runtime when observing its behavior. This distinction is in line with the ISO 9126
[18] and ISO 25010 [19] standards which consider internal and external quality,
or Kitchenham et al. [26] who differentiate between “externally visible properties”
and “internally visible properties”. For both types of characteristics impacts on
quality aspects can be stated, but typically impacts of external characteristics are
more intuitive. An example would be the externally visible uptime of a system for
which it can be stated that a high uptime has a positive impact on the availability
quality aspect. Especially considering internal characteristics, a clear rationale
for the relationships between quality attributes is therefore important, as also
stated by Wagner et al. [48] who developed Quamoco, a meta-model for quality
models, in which relationships between quality attributes are defined as impacts.
When formulating a quality model based on their meta-model such impacts need
to be stated based on valid reasoning, which can for example rely on logical
reasoning, previous literature, or empirical methods where empirical evidence
is considered to be statements from people with experience in the domain of a
quality model, collected through interviews or surveys. Empirical methods in
specific are also found important for the acceptance of quality models in practice
by Moody [39] who reviewed quality attributes of conceptual models (which is
a superset of models used in software engineering and therefore also includes
quality models). In conclusion, that means that also a validation of a hierarchical
software quality model should put a focus on the validity of the stated impacts
for a quality model which describe the relationships between the different factors,
also considering their importance in relation to each other. On the basis of these
properties of hierarchical quality models, we designed our approach for reviewing
quality models and validation approaches applied to them.

3

Related Work

Our work is related to work considering the quality assurance of quality models
themselves. In contrast to our perspective on the validity of the underlying theory,
quality models can also be evaluated based on structural aspects: AL-Badareen et
al. formulate a set of rules [1] for structural aspects of the impact graph of quality
attributes. Furthermore, they formulate a set of rules for quality characteristics
construction which, however, take into consideration a specific system to be
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evaluated. In addition, Moody [39] has done an evaluation of quality models
for conceptual models and argues that empirical validation is important. He
also discusses different methods to do so (e.g., laboratory experiments, action
research, or surveys), but with a focus on the validation through applying a
quality model, which is also important, but not practicable during the early
design phase of a quality model as it is the case with our quality model for
cloud-native applications. In addition, previous work has also systematically
reviewed different quality models taking validation into consideration, but it is
only addressed shortly. For example, Nistala et al. [41] only assess whether an
evaluation has been done, but it is unclear if explicit validations of quality models
are meant or evaluations of software systems using the quality model. Although
Nistala et al. also report whether empirical approaches have been used, they are
not discussed in detail. Yan et al. [49] shortly address validation methods used for
quality models and find the categories expert opinion, issue handling indicators,
and industry validation, but do not go into detail except from mentioning that
validation is important for practical usage.

4

Methodology

To get an overview of quality models proposed in literature and have a basis
for our investigation, we rely on review papers that have already searched the
literature for software quality models in a structured way and that reported the
quality models they have found as results. As recent review papers, we found
the one by Galli et al. [13] (23 results) who aim to measure the relevance of
quality models, as well as the systematic mapping studies by Nistala et al. [41]
(40 results), focusing on types of model elements used, and by Yan et al. [49]
(31 results), focusing on the scope and maturity of quality models. Additionally,
we included the mapping study by Oriol et al. [42] (47 results), because of their
thematically related focus on web services. Because these review papers present
their results in different ways, we hereby introduce the term entry to consolidate
the results of these review papers in a generic way. An entry refers to a research
undertaking which may span one or several publications and may or may not
explicitly report a quality model. This way we can consider a quality model that
has been presented in one paper, but validated, applied, or evolved in additional
papers, as a single entry. And we can also include papers that do not explicitly
report a quality model, but for example methods for validation which have been
proposed independently from a specific quality model. After merging the results
from the review papers and removing duplicates, we had 121 entries as an initial
set for our investigation. Next, we classified all these entries according to the
following criteria:
– Type of contribution: Not all studies present hierarchical quality models
with explicit factors and impacts, only those that do were classified as
contributing a model. Others contribute a meta-model for quality models,
just a taxonomy which cannot be used as a quality model, or any kind of
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method in the context of quality models (for example how to create a quality
model or apply it within an organization). Studies that present a specific
method for validating quality models were classified as validation-method.
– Characteristics considered: For each quality model we differentiate between
the characteristics it considers, namely internal characteristics and external
characteristics of a software as described in Sect. 2.
– Rationale for non-trivial relationships between quality attributes: This
criterion covers the rationale which is used for stating impacts between factors
and their relative strength, however considering only non-trivial relationships
(In contrast, a trivial relationship would be that a lower latency positively
impacts performance efficiency). A rationale can be argumentation simply
based on logical implication or by relying on existing work (literature-based).
Empirical evidence can be provided by relying on a small set of experts
(empirical-experts), for example through interviews, or a structured survey
among a larger set of participants (empirical-survey) can be used. For a
quantification of the relative strengths of impacts, algorithmic evaluations are
sometimes used. If no rationale is provided or it is not possible to determine
it, we classified an entry as none.
It has to be noted that for each criterion multiple values could be assigned,
for example when both internal and external characteristics are considered or
a model together with a method is presented. To ensure that we do not miss
validations of quality models published separately after the publication of a
quality model, we performed a forward search by looking at the citations for each
entry. However, we restricted the forward search to a filtered list of entries which
only includes entries where the type of contribution includes a model or evaluationmethod and the considered characteristics include internal characteristics. Our
focus on internal characteristics is due to our use case of the quality model
for cloud-native application architectures [33] which aims to evaluate software
architectures at design time based on architectural models. Formulating impacts
on quality aspects from internal characteristics is more difficult, because the
actual behavior of a system can only be observed at runtime. Therefore validations
for such stated impacts are especially important. For the forward search we used
SemanticScholar1 and searched the citations with the keywords evaluation or
validation. The forward search lead to an additional set of 11 publications.
Together with the filtered list of entries our final list which forms the basis of
our investigation thus consists of 50 entries and can be found online2 . Detailed
information on the used literature, the search process, and classifications can also
be found in the corresponding repository for this site3 . To answer our research
questions, we then quantitatively and qualitatively investigated these 50 entries
to gain insights and provide implications for validations of quality models.
1
2
3

https://www.semanticscholar.org/
https://r0light.github.io/qualitymodel-validations-review/
https://github.com/r0light/qualitymodel-validations-review
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Overall, we were interested in the types of rationale on which the theoretical
concepts of quality models are based. In Fig. 1 it can be seen that the majority of
quality models relies on previously published literature or uses logical implication
to infer conceptual relationships between factors. From a historical perspective it
can be seen that early quality models for example from Boehm [5], McCall [37],
or Dromey [11] have been formulated and described in comprehensive research
reports using experience and logical implication. Later works then relied on them
[4, 43] until the ISO standards [18, 19] became available and were again frequently
used as a basis [3, 8–10, 14, 17, 21, 22, 24, 28, 32, 40, 44–47]. This shows a
tendency to rely on existing literature for a sound theoretical foundation so that
a further validation is less important. Empirical approaches are nevertheless
also frequently used, especially for more recent domain-specific quality models
[15, 35, 36, 38] which are more difficult to cover with the more general standards.
To answer RQ1 we classified each entry according to whether an explicit
approach has been used to validate the proposed quality model. Out of the 50
entries in our result set, 40 do present a quality model and from these we found
18 which included an explicit validation approach. The approach and scope of the
validations however are diverse and we therefore further classified the validation
approaches according to the scope in focus. For this classification of validations
based on their scope we also considered the remaining 10 entries presenting
validation methods, independently from a specific quality model An overview
of the different validation approaches is provided in Fig. 2. On the left side of
Fig. 2 the elements of a quality model in the sense of the Quamoco meta-model
are shown while on the right side different perspectives on a software system are
shown. The arrows represent relations and the stethoscopes ( ) signify measures
attached to the different perspectives on a system. So, for example, a measure at
the source code level could be used to measure the degree to which a product
factor is present and the product factor impacts a quality aspect which in turn
might impact a higher level quality aspect. The numbered magnifiers ( ) show
the different scopes of validation approaches depending on which elements or
relations are in focus. Generally, a differentiation can be done based on the amount
of information needed for a validation and the point in time when a validation is
suitable. In Table 1 additional details for the different validation approaches are
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provided, including which elements of a quality model are required. It can be seen
that the validation of factors themselves (V1), the impacts between factors (V2)
and relative weights of impacts (V3) can be done solely based on factors proposed
for a quality model, and therefore also early in the design phase of a quality model
(early in the sense that only factors are defined). Using interviews with experts,
Gerpheide et al. [15] have defined and validated factors (V1) and Mayr et al. [35]
early validated their model (V1, V2, V3) regarding comprehensibility, appropriate
level of abstraction, and consistent classifications through conducting multiple
workshops. Lampasona et al. [31] present an approach to rate the minimality
and completeness of factors (V1) using interviews with experts. Surveys among
practitioners have been used by Mehmood et al. [38] and Gerpheide et al. [15] to
validate impacts (V2) and their weights (V3) from product factors on quality
aspects by calculating the agreement of respondents regarding the existence and
type of impacts. In a similar way, also Khomh et al. [23] validated impacts and
their weights (V2, V3), although they investigated design patterns instead of
product factors. In our opinion, however, product factors are just a more general
construct through which also patterns can be expressed. An additional frequently
used approach for assigning weights to impacts on quality aspects (V3) is the
Analytical Hierarchical Process [2, 7, 29] in which experts compare impacts for
a quality aspect pairwise and based on that weights are calculated.
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Fig. 2. Overview of possibilities for quality model validations

In contrast to that are validations for completely defined quality models, that
means quality models with factors, measures, and relationships between them:
Kläs et al. [27] validated factors based on diversification (V1) of measures and
overall validity through a comparison with expert ratings (V7). A comparison
with expert ratings (V7), also for relations specifically (V3, V4), has been done
by Bansiya et al. [4] and Mayr et al. [35]. Braeuer et al. [6] validated measures
by comparing them with previously gained measurements (V4). Finally, also
considering external measures, Jung et al. [20] compared external measures with
user measures (V6) while Kvam et al. [30] and Yu et al. [50] correlated internal
measures with external measures (V5), such as productivity or performance.
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Table 1. Validation approach scope details
Validation target

Required elements Examples

Early?

V1 Quality Aspect

Factors

[15, 27, 31, 35]

✓

V2 ProductFactor-QualityAspect

Factors

[15, 23, 35, 38]

✓

V3 ProductFactorImpactWeights

Factors

[2, 7, 15, 23, 29, 35, 38]

✓

V4 CodeMeasure-ProductFactor

Factors, Measures

[4, 6, 35]

V5 DeploymentMeasure-CodeMeasure Factors, Measures

[30, 50]

V6 UserMeasure-DeploymentMeasure Factors, Measures

[20]

Factors, Measures,
V7 ExpertRating-QualityModelResult
Expert Rating

[4, 27, 35]

Regarding RQ2 and the context of our quality model [33] we can therefore
state that in an early phase of quality model formulation, where not all elements of
a quality model are defined yet, surveys and interviews can be used for validation.
This fits the context of cloud-native applications, because it is a comparatively
new topic where less existing literature to rely on exists. Therefore, there is also
a lack of measures focusing on the architectural level of service interactions and
cloud deployment options [33] which makes validations where such measures are
needed difficult. Nevertheless, when all elements of a newly formulated quality
model are defined, the quality model should also be validated by comparisons
of complete evaluations with earlier evaluations or independent evaluations by
experts. In addition, it is common to rely on standards as a foundation which
can therefore also be recommended for new quality models. A challenge that
remains is the large number of factors [33] for which no implications can be
derived from the literature, because the considered quality models contained less
factors. Finally, an interesting observation is that we did not find any validations
for quality models taking architectural models into consideration.

6

Conclusion and Outlook

Ensuring the validity of quality models regarding their internal conceptual
basis is important for their applicability and usefulness in practice. During our
investigation we found that creators of quality models mostly rely on existing
literature for a validated foundation, but also explicit empirical methods are
frequently used, especially for domain-specific quality models. A limitation of our
work is that we relied on existing survey papers for our literature base, but we
added a forward search based on the considered literature to also include more
recent work. We plan to apply these results on our recently proposed quality
model for cloud-native applications by performing a survey to validate its factors
and impacts.
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Abstract. Previous research is concerned with differences in BPMN
diagram layout, e.g., with regards to understandability. However, layouts have neither been formally described nor their classification been
automated. We aim at formalizing BPMN layouts and automating diagram layout classification for BPMN diagrams: We calculate sequence
flow directions and encode them. By using regular expressions, these are
clustered to diagram layouts. This results in a set of formally described
BPMN layouts and a corresponding algorithm which we implemented in
a tool. The results are very similar to previous work of manual layout
classification on the GitHub process set. Researchers can use our definition when conducting BPMN diagram analysis and industry experts can
use our tool for validating models against their layout guidelines.
Keywords: BPMN · Diagram Layout · Diagram Layout Formalization
· Diagram Layout Detection · Flow Layout

1

Introduction

BPMN is the standard modeling language for business processes [1]. 2006 it was
accepted as an OMG standard [4], the current version (BPMN 2.0) specifies
multiple diagram types to model processes in different levels of detail [13]. Of
the three specified types, only the process or collaboration diagram is considered
in this paper. The BPMN is a documentation and communication tool which
should allow readers to easily comprehend complex coherences. Thus, one key
requirement for a model is understandability. Much research has been concerned
with this topic recently, e.g., [5, 8, 7, 9–12].
One branch of BPMN understandability research is concerned with the layout of BPMN processes. The underlying hypothesis states that layout has a
big impact on understandability. Besides small grained metrics like number of
sequence flow crossings, the overall BPMN diagram layout has come into focus.
Up to now, layouts are only ‘specified’ by giving examples and appealing
to the intuitive understanding of the reader (“top-down layout”, “left-right layout”). This makes it hard to a) fully understand findings, b) replicate research
and c) compare different research results. Furthermore, industry users cannot decide whether their diagrams are compliant to the latest research, thus preventing
the implementation of scientists’ recommendations for diagram layout.
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In this paper, we want to outline a formal definition of prevalent flow layouts
found in GitHub models and create an algorithm and followingly automated tool
support for classifying BPMN diagram layouts. The term flow layout is chosen
to clarify that the flow aspect of the Layout is considered. Other aspects, such
as edge crossings or arrow lengths are not relevant here. Previous work, that
investigated similar topics might use different terms such as “flow direction” [9]
or “layout direction” [12]. But since ‘direction’ is to specific to describe the
relatively complex layouts that are distinguished here, ‘flow layout’ seems to
be a more adequate choice. By providing an implementation, that can classify
diagrams based on formalized flow layouts we enable researchers to investigate
statistics on large data sets such as “Does flow layout depend on the reading
direction of the diagram author?” and practitioners to determine the most used
layouts for example in their company and establish standards.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we will introduce
related work in the area of BPMN layouting, followed by a clear outline of
our research questions in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present the formalization and
classification algorithm. The identified flow directions deducted from a large set
of BPMN models found on GitHub are shown in Sect. 5 after which we conclude
and provide an outlook.

2

Related Work

One of the first questions that arises in our context is how BPMN diagrams are
laid out by practitioners. Effinger et al. [6, p. 400] state that “[i]n BPMN diagrams the flow direction is usually top-to-bottom or left-to right.” This statement
is empirically validated by Lübke & Wutke [12, p. 52], who found that 79.52%
of BPMN diagrams from their GitHub data set are laid out left-to-right. They
also identified other layouts, like most prominently, top-down layouts and more
complex layouts like multiline and snake layouts.
A more theoretical approach is taken by Figl & Strembeck. [10, p. 60] who
state that “[b]asically, there are four main options for the overall direction: leftto-right, top-to-bottom, bottom-to-top, right-to-left.”, i.e., they take all four
possible main directions as principal layout directions. However, they have also
added that “zigzag models” should be subject to future research, thereby recognizing the use of more complex layouts in practice.
All modeling guidelines we found recommend left-to-right layouts, e.g., [2].
Even the BPMN specification itself favors left-to-right modeling [13, p. 42].
However, more recently, a study by Lübke et al. [11, p. 127] has shown that
the understandability of large diagrams profits from more complex layouts like
snake or multiline layouts in order to avoid the penalty of scrolling these diagrams on screen. For the case of smaller diagrams, this experiment found a
slight advantage for left-to-right layouts in contrast to top-down layouts, affirming Figl & Strembeck’s earlier experiment. However, the findings are either
minimal (some understandability metrics in the former experiment) or not sig-
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nificant (some metrics in the former experiment and all metrics in the latter
experiment).

3

Research Questions

In this paper, we want to answer the following research questions.
RQ1: How can diagrams be classified automatically?
The automatic classification of flow layouts has many applications in research
to answer questions such as “does the layout choice depend on the size of the
diagram” and industry for example to enforce a style guideline.
RQ2: How can flow layouts be formalized objectively?
While formalizing all identified flow layouts is beyond the scope of this paper,
we want to describe how such a formalization could be realized.
RQ3: Which are the most commonly used flow layouts, and are they worth
formalizing?
By analyzing a large set of diagrams, we identify the most common layouts.
Afterwards, we attempt to generalize the layouts to remove any biases that may
be introduced by the data set.

4

Analyzing the Direction of Sequence Flow

Fig. 1. Flow Layout Classification Algorithm

To classify BPMN diagrams automatically and thus answer the first research
question, a modular algorithm is designed. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of
the algorithm. First, the BPMN file is parsed and some sanity checks are performed to determine if the diagram can be classified at all. Since some BPMN
editors do not serialize the diagrams in a standard way [1, p. 12], BPMN files exist, that are, e.g., missing layout data for the elements. For reference, an overview
of the symbols and elements used in the BPMN is shown in the ‘BPMN-Poster’
by the BPM Offensive Berlin [3]. These diagrams cannot be classified with the
current implementation. To determine the flow layout of the diagram, each path
along sequence flows from any start element to any end element without loops
is analyzed individually.
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Fig. 2. BPMN Example with Vector Chain for each Layout Path in Colored Striped
Arrows

The first of four tasks performed on the layout path is converting it to a
vector chain. This is a list of the vectors between the centers of the flow elements
on the layout path from the start to the end element. Some special cases need
to be considered here. This is demonstrated by the example diagram shown
in Fig. 2. Every path in the diagram is directed as straight as possible left to
right. Gateways and boundary events do not allow for precisely straight layouts
without overlapping the different paths.
To handle these cases, the (x or y) component of the vector between the
centers of the elements (where the source element is a boundary event or a split,
or where the target element is a join) that points in the orthogonal direction to
the direction of the split, join or boundary event is set to zero. The direction
of one element is determined by the following rules depending on the element
type. 1. The element is a boundary event: the direction is horizontal if it
is connected to its parent at the top or bottom side; otherwise it is vertical.
2. The element is a split: two cases are differentiated. Provided that the
split element has an incoming sequence flow, the direction is horizontal, if the
absolute value of the x component of the vector for the previous sequence flow
is bigger than the absolute value of its y component. Otherwise it is vertical.
The second case occurs if the split element is a start element. In this case, the
direction is determined by constructing a vector that points into the average
direction of the outgoing sequence flows of the split element (and comparing the
x and y component as above). 3. The element is a join: here the direction is
calculated similar as for a split, just in opposite order. First, the next sequence
flow is considered, and, if it does not exist (the join is an end element), the
average direction of the incoming sequence flows is used. Join elements pose a
problem, as the vector for the next sequence flow is not determined when the
direction of the join is needed. To circumvent this issue, the direction of the first
sequence flow, on the path from the join to the end element that is not entering
another join, is used. If no such sequence flow exists, the average direction of the
outgoing sequence flows of the join is used. The colored arrows in Fig. 2 showcase
the vector chains which result from this step of the algorithm for each of the four
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layout paths. The vertical position of the vectors illustrates how each sequence
flow is converted into a vector. In reality, only the vectors (x and y components)
are relevant. Due to the rules explained above, all vertical (y) components of the
vectors are set to zero, resulting in four straight vector chains from left to right.
In the next step, the vector chain is simplified by combining subsequent
vectors with similar directions. The angle threshold is based on the number of
360◦
discrete vector directions (NODVD) and calculated by the formula NODVD
. The
vectors in the simplified chain which are a combination of at least two vectors get
marked. Marked vectors are those that lay on a straight path in the diagram with
at least one element between the start and the end of that path. This marking
is important as it allows us to differentiate between otherwise indistinguishable
flow layouts, e.g., Multiline and Snake (see Sect. 5). After that, each vector in
the resulting simplified vector chain is mapped to a discrete direction. Currently,
the NODVD used in the reference implementation is 16. This value was chosen
because it felt natural, as a smaller NODVD like 8 would restrict the classification
to much and a higher value like 32 would prevent many combinations of vectors
and thus require diagrams to adhere very closely to a specific flow layout to be
classified as that layout. The calculation of the angle threshold in the previous
step guarantees that no two consecutive vectors have the same discrete direction.
To determine the flow layout for the path, the list of discrete vector directions
is classified using regular expressions (see Sect. 5). In the end, the flow layout
for the whole diagram is defined as the flow layout that occurs for most of the
paths.

5

Classifying the Diagram Flow Layout

Rather than trying to describe every possible flow layout, our goal is to find
commonly used layouts, formulate their distinguishing features, and build a classification algorithm that can detect these layouts and is extendable to possibly
handle other layouts that are deemed worthy of classification in the future. Lübke
and Wutke identified six flow layouts while manually classifying 5299 diagrams:
Left-Right, Top-Down, Snake Horizontal, Snake Vertical, Multiline Horizontal
and Multiline Vertical [12]. For this paper, a larger data set from GitHub (53984
diagrams) was used to identify possibly relevant flow layouts. The data set is a
super set of the one used by the before mentioned authors. Because of the vast
quantity, manual classification of all diagrams is unfeasible. Thus, the process
shown in Fig. 3 was used. First, the algorithm described in Sect. 4 was applied

Fig. 3. Methodology
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to all diagrams. The discrete vector directions determined by the algorithm were
used to find common flow layouts. Though we established 16 distinct vector directions, only four distinct directions named north (N), east (E), south (S) and
west (W) are used in the following examples to foster comprehensibility while
keeping the regular expressions manageable. The marking of the vectors (see
Sect. 4) is depicted by upper-case letters for marked vectors and lower-case for
non-marked vectors. Grouping the diagrams by the discrete vector directions
for each layout path showed that some sequences of discrete directions occurred
in multiple diagrams. For instance, 55% of all diagrams had only layout paths
with the direction E and 64 diagrams had only layout paths with the sequence
EsW. Manual inspection of the grouped diagrams showed that multiple direction
sequences exist for the same flow layout. E.g., the sequences EsW and EsWsE
would both be considered Snake Horizontal. Thus, regular expressions were constructed to classify all variations of a particular flow layout. A simplification of
the regular expression for Snake Horizontal would be EsW(sEsW)*(sE)?(s)?.
This allows for an arbitrary number of lines. This way of formalizing flow layouts
with regular expressions is our way to approach RQ2.

Fig. 4. The Seven Categories of Flow Layouts

Fig. 5. Variants of Multiline Layouts

The seven categories of flow layouts that have been identified to answer RQ3,
are: Straight, L, Multiline, Stairs, Snake, U and Z (Fig. 4). Multiple variants of
flow layouts exist for each of these categories. Left-Right, Top-Down, Right-Left
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Fig. 6. Distribution of Flow Layouts in GitHub Data Set. Layout Categories (left) and
Variants of Straight Flow Layout (right).

and Down-Top are the four variants of the straight category. Other categories
can have more distinct flow layouts. One example is the multiline category.
Eight variants can be differentiated as shown in Fig. 5. Even though not all
these variants occur in the data set, they are all possible multiline layouts and
should thus be identifiable. This extension allows us to generalize the usability
of the classification by removing biases introduced by the data set as best as
possible.
Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of the automatic classification for the
large data set. The left diagram shows the seven flow layouts, the right diagram
the four variants of the Straight flow layout. Diagrams that could be analyzed
(no file reading error, no missing layout information,...) but not classified are
shown as Other. The Mixed category in the right chart contains diagrams where
two thirds of the layout paths where classified as Straight but no single variant of
the Straight category occurred for this many paths. Not analyzable Diagrams are
not shown, 5315 of the 53984 .bpmn files where not analyzable as they contained
some syntactic error or missed layout information etc. The charts demonstrate
how strongly the Straight flow layout is favored especially in the Left-Right and
Top-Down variants (note the logarithmic scale).

6

Conclusion & Outlook

By analyzing a large data set of BPMN diagrams, we demonstrated that there
are many flow layouts which are used for multiple diagrams. Subsequently, we
identified seven categories of commonly used layouts. Formalizing flow layout
with the use of regular expressions on discretized vector chains for each layout
path is sensible. The formalization allowed us to create an algorithm and a
tool implementation that showed promising results and can, e.g., be used by
researchers to answer questions such as how diagram layouting differs between
less experienced users and experts of BPMN. The tool can also be used by
teams in the industry to validate models against their layout guidelines. This
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paper provides a concise overview of our work but fails to describe every detail
of the complex subject that is layout detection. Examples of aspects that were
considered but not explicitly reported in this paper are: the impact of swimlanes
or subprocesses on flow layouts and how an accuracy score can be determined to
indicate how exact a diagram is adhering to a particular flow layout. Furthermore
some parts of the parameterization of the algorithm where chosen by feel and
might appear arbitrary. For example determining the optimal NODVD based on
more scientific metrics than ‘does it feel natural’ could be an interesting topic
for future work to investigate.
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Abstract. Data is essential for the execution of business processes. As
today’s organizations increasingly collaborate in process choreographies,
data relevant to process execution is typically shared among participants.
To avoid conflicts in the execution of process choreographies, the preservation of data consistency must be considered in the design of a choreography. However, current choreography modeling languages provide limited data modeling capabilities, thus potential conflicts arising from data
inconsistencies at runtime may remain undetected during design time.
Therefore, this paper motivates a framework allowing the design of data
consistency-aware process choreographies.
Keywords: Process Choreography · Data Consistency · Design Time

1

Introduction and Motivating Example

In the current age of information, business processes and their outcomes rely on
data and its manipulation during process execution [16]. As today’s organizations
increasingly collaborate in process choreographies [18], data relevant to business
process execution is typically shared across choreography participants. To ensure
the correct execution of the individual business processes involved in a process
choreography, data consistency, i.e., a uniform view of data shared across multiple nodes [15], is a desirable property to be maintained among participants [12].
As the participants can only exchange data in the form of messages, maintaining data consistency is particularly challenging in process choreographies. Local
changes to data shared with other participants can result in inconsistent views
of the data, which may lead to conflicts such as unexpected interactions or data
constraint violations on the receiving end. Since any deviation from the agreed
interaction behavior can affect operations and incur costs, process choreographies require careful coordination [18]. Therefore, interaction behavior arising
from data inconsistencies needs to be considered during process choreography
design. The consideration of data consistency during design time is particularly
relevant for process choreographies since in process orchestrations consistency
can usually be enforced via central database management systems.
To support the design of process choreographies, graphical modeling languages such as Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [1] can be used.
However, most contemporary choreography modeling languages provide only
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limited data modeling capabilities. Therefore, potentially erroneous behavior resulting from data inconsistencies may remain undetected during design time.
To illustrate the relevance of data management in choreography design, we consider a simple online ticket reservation choreography depicted in Figure 1. The
choreography starts with a customer querying and selecting available seats for
an event. Then, depending on the price offer, the customer decides whether
to cancel the reservation or book the tickets. In the latter case, the ticket
store confirms the reservation. While the interaction behavior is locally enforceable [19], data inconsistencies may arise with concurrent executions. Assuming that the ticket shop can sell only one ticket for each seat, if two customers select overlapping seats and the reservation of the first customer is confirmed, the second customer has an inconsistent view of the available seats.
Furthermore, since the confirmation
of the second reservation would lead
to a constraint violation on the part of
Customer
Customer
Customer
Ticket Shop
the ticket shop, compensation behavQuery
Book
Select
Confirm
available
tickets
ior is required to restore the consisseats
booking
seats
Ticket Shop
Ticket Shop Ticket Shop
Customer
tency between the participants. Still,
the need for compensation and the
Ticket Shop
Customer
Offer
Cancel
compensation behavior itself are both
price
booking
Customer
Ticket
Shop
not evident from the given model. In
the following, related work in the area
of data consistency preservation is dis- Fig. 1. Ticket reservation choreography becussed and a framework for designing tween a customer and an online ticket shop
consistency-aware process choreographies is motivated.

2

Related Work

Maintaining consistency in distributed environments is extensively studied in literature [3,6,10]. In particular, the preservation of data consistency is addressed
by consensus protocols [11] which allow distributed nodes to agree on specific
data values required for further computation, thus providing a consistent view
of the data. The application of consensus protocols to process choreographies is
discussed by Weber et al. [17]. The authors propose the use of blockchain technology [14] as an execution environment for process choreographies. To model
and execute blockchain-driven choreographies, Ladleif et al. [9] refine BPMN 2.0
choreography diagrams [1] with blockchain-specific extensions. However, maintaining consensus in process choreographies may introduce synchronization overhead as not every change needs to be propagated to all participants. Moreover,
in scenarios where inconsistencies rarely lead to conflicts, sustaining consensus
among all participants may limit concurrent behavior and thus affect throughput. Incorporating data consistency management into the interaction design instead allows the choreography to be flexibly tailored to the use case.
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Despite the existence of approaches that enrich choreography models with
data management-specific information [5,13], the preservation of data consistency in process choreographies with concurrent instances has received little attention in research. Hahn et al. [5] introduce an approach that decouples the data
flow between participants from the message flow by introducing a middleware
that coordinates cross-partner data objects among corresponding participants.
Yet, the handling of concurrent accesses to data shared by multiple instances is
not further specified in their approach. Haarmann et al. [4] introduce a framework to analyze the use of shared data in process models by defining data access
semantics. While the framework includes concepts for data consistency preservation, it does not address data exchange between individual participants. Finally,
Kopp et al. [8] propose choreography spheres ensuring transactional behavior for
all included activities that may belong to different processes. Still, deciding on
an adequate scope of the spheres might prove challenging without data-related
information, as overly large transactions could create avoidable overhead.

3

Towards Data Consistency in Process Choreographies

Since the integration of existing data consistency-preserving concepts into the
design of process choreographies poses various challenges as outlined in the previous section, this paper proposes the concept of a framework supporting the
collaborative design of data consistency-aware process choreographies based on
the BPMN modeling language. The framework is supposed to enable the detection of potential data inconsistencies between participants at design time
that may lead to conflicts at runtime. To achieve this, the framework will include functionality to specify and verify data consistency-related information in
process choreography diagrams. Thus, participants should be enabled to define
data consistency constraints at the interaction level (i.e., in the public process)
that must be followed in the individual data management of each participant’s
local behavior (i.e., in the private process). The specifications will also allow
participants to identify activities or data objects that may be affected by inconsistent data and therefore require careful attention in their design. In addition,
data consistency criteria are introduced to formally verify the preservation of
consistency throughout the choreography with regard to the specifications. The
criteria should allow the detection of interaction behaviors that potentially lead
to conflicts considering data inconsistencies that are not resolved in subsequent
interactions. To design the criteria, existing formal definitions of consistency
models [15] and data-aware choreographies [2,7] will be considered. Formal verification based on choreography models may also require extending the BPMN
modeling language to include information about the individual management of
the exchanged data. Eventually, the framework can be used to automatically
derive enhanced process designs when potential conflicts are identified.
Based on this framework, a methodology will be developed to enable business
engineers to iteratively redesign interaction behaviors prone to inconsistencies.
The redesigned behavior is supposed to either ensure data consistency until the
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interactions affected by the data are completed or include appropriate compensation behavior to restore consistency. To realize the proposed concept, the
following research questions need to be answered:
– Which information is required to reason about data consistency across multiple interactions while also considering concurrent behavior?
– How can data consistency-related information be integrated into the design
of process choreographies?
– How can the behavior of process choreographies be enhanced to avoid conflicts caused by data inconsistencies?

4

Conclusion

This position paper discusses the need for considering the preservation of data
consistency when designing process choreographies. Since current choreography
modeling languages provide limited support for data modeling, potential conflicts due to data inconsistencies between participants may go undetected during
design time. By integrating data consistency-related information into the design
of process choreographies, corresponding conflicts can be detected and addressed
to ensure a more reliable interaction behavior.
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Abstract. Disciplines like life and natural sciences could gain high benefits from process mining in terms of identifying anomalies in the process or supporting predictive analytics in what is being measured. These
disciplines, however, mostly work with data at a much lower level of
abstraction than business data. This paper discusses an approach for
process mining on video data. As a use case, we applied our approach
on video surveillance data of pigpens. Although, our process analytics
pipeline from raw video data to a discovered process model has not yet
been fully implemented, we are convinced that our approach is an essential contribution towards a (semi)automatic technique aiming to replace
manual work.
Keywords: process mining · activity recognition · video labeling.

1

Introduction

Process mining is an established technique to give insights into data in terms of a
structured order of activities (i.e., a process model). In this way, process mining
allows identifying bottlenecks or compliance issues in business events. Mainly,
process mining relies on business event data that is used as input to process
mining algorithms and thus the data is expected to be on a high (business)
abstraction level. Despite the success of process mining in the business context,
process mining can provide an additional benefit to disciplines dealing with high
volume and veracity of data. These disciplines like life or natural science have a
high demand for a structured approach to answer process related questions like
(1) what unknown processes are acting (i.e., did we find all processes that exist)
and (2) whether the found processes actually work as thought.
Previously, we suggested approaches to discover process models from sensor
event data [3] and ”raw” time series data [12] with the purpose to give new insights into the data in terms of the identification of anomalies in the process flow
⋆
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aiming to prevent unintended consequences. This paper presents our approach
to discover process models from video data. As a use case, we applied our approach on video surveillance data of pigpens. So far, the behavior of pigs has been
studied manually. Therefore, our approach aims to provide a (semi)automatic
approach for pig behavior analysis in terms of health monitoring and understanding animal welfare. In this way, our approach makes a contribution to both
questions (1) and (2) mentioned above.
The next section motivates why the use case is an appropriate starting point
to develop techniques for process mining on video data.

2

Challenges

Compared to low-level raw data like sensor event data and time series used as
input for activity recognition, video surveillance data of pigpens on the one hand
eases the extraction of process activities, but on the other hand several challenges
as mentioned below have to be overcome. Reasons facilitating the analysis are:
(1) the behavior of pigs is limited to a few activities, which significantly simplifies
activity detection compared to recognition of human activities in smart homes
or smart factories. (2) A distinction between individual pigs is not necessary.
This significantly simplifies the entity-centricity, which is challenging in smart
homes where usually multiple objects are moving that need to be distinguished
from each other.
To apply process mining on video data, however, requires bridging the following challenges: (1) no appropriate reference data set and labeled data exist. The
freely accessible video-based data sets are mainly for object detection of other
use cases like autonomous driving. Large computer vision libraries like Facebook
AI Research’s Detectron2 [10] grant access to trained neural networks, however,
the detection of pigs is not covered by the commonly used COCO (Common Objects in Context) [5] and ImageNet [2] datasets, which provide a large amount
of labeled images for object detection. We found two pig-specific data sets for
detecting positions and orientation [7] and tracking [8], but these data sets do
not suit process discovery purposes. Almost no process-specific data exist in the
data set. Therefore a high manual effort is required since neither labeled data
nor an appropriate data analysis pipeline exist for our use case. (2) Image quality significantly correlates with the analysis results. Image quality is affected by
image resolution, camera angle and camera quality. We initially received a data
set of very low quality. In addition, the data set was not representative (i.e., too
short image sequences). Therefore, recording of a new data set was necessary
with a camera installation from a different angle. (3) Image noise (e.g., due to
randomly switching from day to night mode, camera pollution and distortion
due to neighboring pigpens). Finally, we recorded a new representative data set
of higher image quality and less image noise.
The next section presents our approach aiming to address the challenges
mentioned above.
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Approach

Figure 1 shows our approach to discover a process model from video data with
the following sequential steps:

Fig. 1: The steps from video data to process discovery.

– extract related video data from original data set: we observed four pigpens,
each with ten to twelve pigs, over a period of a few weeks. We recorded video
material with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels and 12.5 fps every day from
6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Mostly, the pig behavior does not change. Instead the
pigs are in a kind of dormant phase. Many interesting actions only take place
over a very short period of time, sometimes lasting just a few seconds. To
detect related actions in our data set, we developed an algorithm measuring
the movement intensity of a video sequence, which makes it easy to recognize
the active phases of the pigs (see Figure 2). A spike in the chart indicates a
new action.
– mine domain-specific knowledge: in this step we aim to identify contextrelated information that enhances action and object recognition. For instance, the location of the movement areas varies from groups of pigs. A
group of young pigs would divide the pigpen differently than a group of
older pigs. Thus, context information in terms of pig specificity is necessary
in order to not distort the analysis results. Although, multiple data mining
techniques have been used to mine domain-specific knowledge, again no specific technique exists for our use case. Therefore, the techniques have been
tailored to our use case. First, we aimed to identify areas of high (visual)
actions. The algorithm presented before has been enhanced to identify active movement areas. In general, a pigpen is divided into these three areas:
sleeping/resting area, defecation area and feeding area. To automatically detect these areas, we used a slightly modified version of our motion intensity
detection algorithm. We divided the images of a video into an area of 20x20
tiles and calculated the intensity of each tile over the entire video. Next, we
converted the results into a 20x20 heatmap and easily identified the active
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Fig. 2: Example output of our algorithm to determine movement intensity in a
video sequence.

areas. Figure 3 shows an example. Then, knowledge of the positions of all
pigs over time is used to create a heatmap of common pig positions. To
do this, we calculate the midpoint of each bounding box detected on the
video. The position heatmap is then constructed from the relative frequency
of midpoints per heatmap bin (see Figure 4 for a log-normalized example
output of this analysis).
Tracking traces have been clustered to find common movement patterns (and
paths between common areas). Figure 5 shows an example of 150 movement
trajectories extracted from one video. Different movement patterns can be
observed, e.g. the pigs are mostly stationary in their resting area.

(a) Original movement intensity heatmap (b) Smoothed movement intensity heatmap
of a video divided into 20x20 rectangles. of the original version.

Fig. 3: Example of our algorithm to explore the movement intensity of areas in
the video.
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Fig. 4: Example output of our algorithm to determine common positions in a
video sequence.

– object recognition: in this step, the video data is prepared for further analysis. First, an object detection is applied on the video. We chose YOLOv5
[4] due to its ease of use and ability to produce appropriate results with
a relatively small amount of hand-labeled training data. Based on the object detection, (multi) object tracking has been used. This allows to analyze
the same pig over multiple frames. We chose the DeepSORT (Deep Simple and Online Realtime Tracking) [9] algorithm to implement the tracking.
DeepSORT is a well-established algorithm. The algorithm has been shown
to work in a similar context to ours [1] and performs reasonably well on
our data set without additional training. In the future, improved solutions
for object detection and tracking could be applied to improve the quality
of tracking results. However, many other solutions for the multiple object
tracking problem require labeled tracking data for training. Since we aim
to reduce manual labeling effort, the implementation of other tracking algorithms should be in proportion to manual effort. While a tracking dataset
is available for pigs [8], it does not match our camera setup exactly. Also,
there is not any labeled tracking data available when applying the analysis
process in a different domain. If it was on purpose, the tracking results could
be even used to localize individual pigs [1].
– recognize activities in video: The prepared video sequences and the associated
position data from the tracking can be used as input for activity detection.
In this step, also a model to learn visual features could be used. The learning
process would have to be designed in a way where the features correspond
to low-level events of the underlying process of the video. These low-level
events can then be used to create event logs. While several techniques for
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Fig. 5: Example output of our algorithm to track pig movements in a video
sequence. In this example, 150 movement trajectories are shown.

pig activity recognition exist [11], they are either very specific to the unique
properties of pigs or very specific to one type of activity (i.e. lying, standing,
aggression). We choose not to use pig-specific techniques in this step to keep
the approach generic.
– discover process model : the activities from the last step need to be aggregated/abstracted and enhanced with domain-specific knowledge (see step 2).
Then, a case ID has to be created, e.g., according to the movement areas. A
process model can then be mined from the event log.
– refinement: use the quality of the resulting process model to optimize the
activity recognition and process model discovery.

4

Summary and Outlook

In studies of agricultural science alterations in behavior processes of pigs can be
a helpful tool for analyzing and evaluating animal behavior, animal health and
environmental impact. However, most approaches on identifying pig behavior
based on video data only focus on single activities like e.g., lying, eating without
analyzing the process. This paper suggested a process mining-pipeline to extract
a process model from video data. As a use case, we applied our approach on video
surveillance data of pigpens. Beside animal health, welfare and thermal comfort
state, our approach can be used as a helpful indicator to evaluate and adjust
climate conditions in mechanically ventilated barns. Likewise observations of activity and feed intake, which will vary depending on different climate conditions,
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supports the control of the above [6]. We see further use cases for our approach
in medicine and material science that also handle large volume and veracity of
data. Our approach of process mining on video data might be in medicine and
material science for predictive analytics and outlier detection, which we believe
to be more challenging than the current use case. Both assumptions that facilitate the analysis (i.e., low number of activities and entity-centricity) need to be
bridged for an efficient solution.
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Abstract. The enactment of real-world-aware business processes involves multiple interconnected devices. While the latter form the basis
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and enable the exchange and collection of physical data via the Internet, Business Process Management
(BPM) enables analyzing, modeling, implementing, executing, and monitoring business processes. In IoT-aware processes decision making may
depend on the data provided by multiple IoT devices, which results in
decision rules of complex structure. In this paper, we present two approaches for the visual modeling of decisions in IoT-aware processes.
The first approach allows for the visual representation of complex decision rules by extending Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
2.0. The second approach separates decision logic from process logic using a drag&drop modeler. With both these approaches, IoT involvement
in decision making becomes apparent and complex decisions can be represented in an intuitive and simple manner.
Keywords: BPM · Decision making · IoT-Aware Process

1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of physical objects that enable the
collection and exchange of data via a network connection [1]. On one hand IoT
devices allow for the acquisition and collection of data by sensors. On the other
they support the response to an event by actuators. In particular, IoT enables
bridging the gap between physical and digital world [6]. In turn, BPM enables
optimizing, modeling, executing, and monitoring business processes [9]. By integrating BPM with IoT capabilities, process modeling, execution and monitoring can be enhanced. Furthermore, this integration enables the confirmation of
manual steps through the use of IoT devices such as sensors and cameras [1]. In
addition, low-level data generated by individual IoT devices (e.g., temperature,
humidity or switch state) may be aggregated and combined, in high-level information that can be used for decision making. Moreover, high-level information
enables BPM to understand the dynamic context of the physical world during
process execution, which makes IoT-aware processes context-aware [6].
In contemporary approaches combining BPM and IoT, devices are added to
process models as resources. Consequently, IoT data is used without linking it
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to other contextual process data. The potential of gaining additional insights is
not exploited [6]. As another challenge of using IoT devices for decision making,
IoT-aware processes become decision-intensive [15]. In turn, this leads to an
increased complexity due to a high number of decisions as opposed to IoTunaware processes. In contemporary approaches, the involvement of IoT devices
in decision making is not explicitly addressed. In addition, complex decisionmaking rules can only be represented in tables or gateways, which affects model
readability and comprehensibility.
In this paper, we present two approaches for visually representing decisions
in IoT-aware processes. One of these approaches is based on BPMN, whereas
the other separates decision from process logic. The approaches aim to explicitly
display the IoT devices involved. Furthermore, complex decision rules become
more intuitive due to the chosen visualization. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the two
solution approaches. Finally, Section 4 provides a summary and outlook.

2

Related Work

There exists a variety of approaches [2][4][7] that embed IoT into BPMN-based
process models in terms of IoT tasks, physical entities, and resources. However, none of these approaches aggregates IoT data into higher-level information,
which then can serve as input for decision making.
The Decision Model and Notation (DMN) standard provides a solution to
separate decision from process logic [12]. In [14], the combination of BPMN and
DMN is considered for IoT-aware processes. Note that the involvement of IoT
devices actually neither becomes apparent in BPMN nor in DMN.
In [16], an approach for converting DMN models into DMN decision tables is
presented. In particular, complex decision tables can be created automatically.
Still, the problem remains that complex decision tables are difficult to read and
comprehend. Furthermore, involved IoT devices are not explicitly represented or
highlighted in [16].

3

IoT-aware visual decision modeling

This section presents the approaches for visual decision modeling in IoT-aware
processes. Based on literature review and expert interviews we identified the
challenge to model complex IoT decisions. To the lack of space we can not
provide more details. First of all, a BPMN-based decision modeling approach is
introduced, followed by an approach that separates decision modeling from the
process logic using a drag&drop modeler.
3.1

Approach 1: Decision modeling in BPMN

To enable decision modeling directly in BPMN, the following extensions are
introduced in BPMN (Figure 1); IoT representative (1), IoT decision container
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(2,3&4), and IoT decision table (5). Each IoT decision container contains an
IoT decision table, which can be filled using the properties panel (7). The IoT
representatives may be inserted into the IoT decision container via drag&drop.
An IoT representative visualizes IoT sensors such as limit switches, temperature
sensors, pressure sensors or light sensors.
IoT
decision container

Properties
panel
2

3

6

4

5

1

IoT
decision container

IoT
representative

7
8

Fig. 1: IoT-aware decision modeling in BPMN
Figure 1 shows the modeling of the decision as well as its logic. First, the
light scanner, start light barrier, and pressure sensor are queried (low-level information). The query results are then used for defining conditions in the decision
table based on boolean algebra (high-level information). In turn, the results of
Robot 1 (3) and Robot 2 (4) are used to define conditions for the root decision
container Robots (2). The evaluation of this top-level decision, is then considered
for controlling the flow of the corresponding process (8). When clicking on the
IoT decision icon of the corresponding task (7), the root IoT decision container
may be expanded/collapsed. Each IoT decision container may contain n IoT
decision containers and likewise n IoT representatives, which results in a tree
data structure. The latter is read bottom-up (i.e., the results of the nodes are
passed from the bottom to the top) until the final decision is made by the root
IoT decision container.
3.2

Approach 2: Separate Decision modeling

To separate the decision from the process logic, a drag&drop modeler is used.
This allows the insertion and movement of elements on a modeling area (Figure 2). For modeling the decision logic the following elements are available; IoT
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decision container (1), IoT representative and attached comparison (2), logical
gates (4&5) and result module (6).
First, the IoT representative queries the physical sensor. Then, the attached
condition is checked. Depending on the result, the IoT representative returns a
corresponding boolean value. Each IoT decision container may contain any number of IoT representatives, comparison modules, and decision containers (1). In
turn, IoT representatives are connected to logical gates, which process multiple
boolean input signals into a boolean output signal based on logical operators,
such as conjunction (AND gate 4), disjunction (OR gate 5), or negation (3).
The output signals of the logical blocks may either lead to a final result or be
nested with other logical blocks. The final result may be of any data type and be
represented by a result module (6). The transfer of the final decision from the
drag&drop modeler to the BPMN model is done via an IoT decision task.
1

COPD severeness

COPD severeness
Respiration

> 16

Temperature = "cold"

IoT
representative

Heart rhythm

< 120

2
Respiration

≤ 16

Temperature
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&

= "none"

&

= "mild"

3
4
AND

IoT
decision
container
Logical
gate

Heart rhythm = [60...90]

Respiration

≤ 16

Temperature = ]37...40[
Heart rhythm

≥ 160

5
OR ≥ 1

6
= "severe"

Result
module

Fig. 2: IoT-aware decision modeling separated from BPMN

4

Summary and Outlook

We presented two approaches for visually modeling decisions in IoT-aware processes. The first one enables explicit decision modeling in BPMN using an IoT
decision container with a corresponding IoT decision table. The IoT representatives are dragged and dropped into the IoT decision container. These representatives query the physical sensors and store the retrieved values in the decision
table. As each IoT decision container has its own decision table, complexity
is reduced. Each IoT decision container passes its final decision upwards until
reaching the root IoT decision container. The latter makes a final decision, which
then flows into the process and can be used in BPMN. As opposed to Approach
1, Approach 2 separates decision modeling from process modeling.
In future work, we will implement the two approaches and evaluate their
usability and benefits in a case study. Moreover, we will develop an engine, for
processing decision rules in IoT-aware processes. Finally, we will model IoTaware processes from different domains to further verify the approaches.
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Abstract. The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) language
is the de facto standard for business process modeling and automation.
While there exists a number of public model collections, there is still a
need for ample datasets for empirical analysis on the usage and practice
of BPMN. In this paper, we present our repository mining approach
for generating a corpus of open source BPMN models by systematically
analyzing software projects on GitHub.com. In contrast to our previous
work, where we have limited the analysis to a 10% sample of GitHub.com,
including 6.1 million projects, we here report the results for our new analysis of the whole 82.8 million projects hosted on GitHub.com at the time
of conducting the research. We describe the resulting dataset, containing
79,713 distinct BPMN models from 18,534 open source projects.

1

Introduction

Empirical research on business process modeling can help gaining insight into
the usage and practice of modeling languages like BPMN and thus answering
questions about, e.g., frequently and rarely used language features or the recurrence of certain modeling styles and preferences. There is however still a lack of
publicly available collections of realistic process models, which hinders empirical
analysis [11,13]. While, traditionally, researchers have resorted to controlled experiments, surveys or case studies, with often smaller and homogeneous collections
of process models, systematically searching for models in open source software
projects provides a complimentary approach to tackle the lack of real-world data.
Recent work on mining BPMN model artifacts from open source software
repositories hosted on Github.com has highlighted the utility of such data mining
efforts to support BPMN tool development [9] and to investigate BPMN usage
“in the wild” [1,8,14]. Nevertheless, previous efforts have been rather limited in
scale. In this paper, we describe our effort to mine BPMN artifacts from as close
to all public Github.com repositories as is reasonably possible, as represented by
the repositories included in the most recent GHTorrent dump [5]1 . All told, we
1

https://ghtorrent.org
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Fig. 1. The data mining pipeline

were able to identify 79,713 distinct BPMN artifacts and thereby can provide the
to our knowledge most comprehensive collection of open source BPMN models.
In what follows, we describe our mining pipeline, as well as a preliminary
analysis of the collected data. Our data mining pipeline follows a two-step
approach, where we first identify interesting candidate repositories based on the
names of the files and directories they contain, and inspect the files’ contents only
after this filtering. Since the initial collection of more than 82 million repositories’
directory listings is the most time-consuming step, we make these listings available
as a public resource for further research [18]. In the same spirit, we make links
to the collected BPMN model artifacts available, as well [17].

2

Mining Approach for Github.com

Our data mining pipeline consists of two steps as shown in Fig. 1. In the first
step, we retrieve all non-forked, non-deleted, public repositories from the latest
GHTorrent database dump when conducting our research as of March 6th, 2021,
and fetch a shallow and blob-less clone2 of each repository from Github.com.
We thus retrieve the file and directory names in the latest revision, and nearly
nothing else, in less than 5 % of the time required to gather the same information
via the REST API, which is limited to 5,000 requests per hour. The resulting
Directory Listings Dataset 3 is collected over a span of about four weeks, and
contains directory listings for the HEAD revisions of 82.8 million different software
repositories. The corpus is available online [18].
To select candidate repositories for the second mining step, we queried the
file and directory names in this dataset for the following keywords: business, bpm,
2
3

git clone --bare --single-branch --depth=1 --filter=blob:none
https://zenodo.org/record/5856129 and https://zenodo.org/record/5903352
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Fig. 2. Left: Fraction of GHTorrent repositories with BPMN artifacts (n=18,126);
Right: Days between repository creation and time of latest update (n=12,235).

camunda, activiti, imixs, yaoqiang, modelio, signavio. The first two patterns are
strongly connected with BPMN processes in general, and the latter six refer to
popular modeling tools frequently used to design BPMN process models. This
search matched at least one file or directory name in 1.1 million repositories. Of
these, we again fetched a shallow clone, this time also including the blobs of
the HEAD revision, i.e., the contents of its files. We filtered these repositories
to contain at least one XML-serialized BPMN process model artifact, using the
occurrence of the string ‘‘omg.org/sepc/BPMN’’ in at least one file as a heuristic.
This left 18,534 repositories for inclusion in our BPMN Artifacts Dataset,3 also
available online [17]. Note that we currently only provide links to the identified
BPMN process model artifacts and a Python code snippet for retrieving the
models, similar to related research [6]. Due to the various licensing, copyright, and
related constraints, further work will be required when the models are published
on their own. The second mining step was completed in 3 days. A 135-node
Kubernetes cluster was used for parallel processing in all steps.

3

Corpus and Preliminary Analysis

Fig. 2 (left) shows the fraction of repositories with BPMN artifacts relative to
the total number of repositories in the GHTorrent database [5], broken down
by repository creation year (number for 2021 based on the data available up to
March). This differs notably from the overall number of repositories collected
by GHTorrent: The latter had fewer repos in 2019 than in 2018, but more in
2020 than in either of the former years. Only 30 repositories in the dataset were
created before 2011 (not shown in the plot), with the earliest creation date being
June 2009. The empirical cumulative distribution for the number of days between
repository creation and the most recent update is shown on the right of Fig. 2:
While about 10 % of repositories were never updated again after a day past their
creation, half of the repositories were still being updated after one year, and 20 %
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after two years. In the GHTorrent metadata, the creation date was unknown for
408, and the time of the last update for 6,299 of the repositories we collected;
these missing data points are omitted from the above figures.
Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distributions for the number of committers and
the number of commits per repository, for the subset of 15,773 repositories in our
dataset for which this information is available in the GHTorrent database: Nearly
40 % of the repositories are single-committer projects, and 90 % have fewer than
four contributors. Conversely, less than 10 % of the projects have only a single
commit, and about 10 % have more than a hundred.
From the 18,534 collected repositories, we have identified 337,436 potential
BPMN artifacts—XML files containing a URL for the BPMN 2.0 schema definition. Based on their SHA-1 hashes, we identify 79,713 unique BPMN artifacts;
Fig. 4 shows the cumulative distributions for the number of copies of the artifacts
and the number of repositories in which they appear. While SHA-1 file hashes
provide a straightforward way to identify simple model duplicates, i.e., XML
files with the same content, we acknowledge that finding similar though not
exactly matching process models would require more laborious effort [7], which
is however out of the scope of this paper. Similar to our previous findings in [9],
we observe a large number of exact model duplicates. About 60 % of artifacts
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Fig. 5. Most common constraint violations detected by BPMNSpector among 60,779
unique, non-valid BPMN process models.

occur only once, and about 70 % in only one repository (even if multiple times);
less than 5 % of all artifacts have ten or more copies across the dataset, meaning
most of the copies are from a few thousand, frequently-copied artifacts. Based
on several spot-checks, these are typically BPMN artifacts included as test cases
with popular software libraries, which end up in many repositories, e.g., through
accidentally-committed node modules directories.
For a first look at the quality of the mined BPMN process models, we follow [9]
and check all 79,713 distinct BPMN artifacts with the BPMNSpector [4] tool,
which identifies 18,216 (23%) to be fully standards-compliant and 60,779 (76%)
to contain at least one constraint violation (718 artifacts caused the tool to
crash or hang); overall, 1,573,635 occurrences of 117 distinct constraint violations
were found, the most common of which are shown in the histogram in Fig. 5. In
terms of relative frequency, our results are rather similar to those reported by [9]:
the most frequently violated constraints are Ext.023 (inconsistent definition of
sequence flow; 36.5 % of violations / 38.6 % in [9]) and XsdCheck (violation of
BPMN’s normative XML schema; 34.8 % / 29.0 %) in both studies, and the next
three most common violations, i.e., Ext.107, Ext.092, Ext.101 (inconsistent
definition of sequence flow at start/end events, missing/ambiguous sources of
data associations), all appear in our top eight, albeit in a slightly different order.

4

Related Work

Empirical research on business process modeling [13] often comes in the form of
controlled experiments, surveys or case studies using a limited number of process
models, usually with up to hundreds of process models, e.g., [3,12]. In recent
years, though, various community initiatives have been started to increase the
number of process model collections available for empirical analysis [11,10,2].
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The BPM Academic Initiative 4 , as a notable effort for business process modeling, provided a platform for creating and sharing business process models in
academic teaching. In their 2011 publication [11], the initiators reported on
1,903 different process models, including BPMN, created by ca. 4,500 different
users and covering various complexities and language features. While the recent
number of models is 29,8105 , unfortunately, data collection is discontinued. Various similar platforms and datasets exist, including GenMyModel 6 with 12,575
BPMN models, RePROSitory [2] with 593 models, and Camunda BPMN for
research 7 with 3,721 models, respectively. Another process collection has been
created in the BenchFlow project [16], where companies donated process models
for process engine benchmarking. The dataset described in [16] included overall
8,363 models, with a share of 64% of BPMN, but the collection is not publicly
available. To the authors knowledge, the corpus presented in our paper with
79,713 distinct process models is the largest publicly available BPMN dataset.
Not a dataset by itself, but an open-source business process analytics platform
is offered by Apromore 8 . The platform has originally been conceived as process
model repository [15] and now offers an extensible, service-based framework for
a wide range of tools supporting the whole business process lifecycle, including
process discovery, analysis, implementation, and monitoring.
In their previous work on repository mining for BPMN, the authors of this
paper considered a sample of 10% of software projects on GitHub.com [8,9],
resulting in a corpus of 8,904 BPMN model artifacts. An analysis proved the
diversity of the corpus but also stressed the high number of model duplicates as
well as model flaws as detected by BPMNspector [4]. While being a significant
sample, the corpus presented and made publicly available in this paper provides
ten times more models and thus a more complete and comprehensive picture
about the practice of BPMN in open source software projects. The authors’ prior
dataset has been used in empirical studies on BPMN since then. In a recent study,
BPMN models from various public process repositories, including the GitHub.com
dataset [9] have been combined into a collection of 25,590 models and analyzed
according to their complexity and usage frequency of BPMN language elements.
Similarly, Lübke and Wutke investigate process layout choices in open source
BPMN process models based on the corpus in [14].

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce our approach to extract two hiqh-quality corpora from
Github.com. Our Directory Listings Dataset is publicly available and may be an
interesting starting point for research across various fields. Due to the amount
of BPMN artifacts it contains, our BPMN Artifacts Dataset can contribute to
4
5
6
7
8

http://fundamentals-of-bpm.org/process-model-collections/
Numbers are reported for the time of writing this paper (25 January 2022).
https://www.genmymodel.com
https://github.com/camunda/bpmn-for-research
https://apromore.org
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the investigations on the usage and practice of BPMN process models. Subject
of future work will be the exhaustive analysis of the retrieved corpus to further
characterize the usage of BPMN in open soource software projects with respect to,
e.g., complexity of process models, usage of different BPMN language constructs,
utilized modeling tools, correlation of modeling tool with standards compliance,
relation of repository metadata and BPMN artifacts, etc.
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A Use Case-based Investigation of Low-Code
Development Platforms
Robin Lichtenthäler, Sebastian Böhm,
Johannes Manner, and Stefan Winzinger
Distributed Systems Group, University of Bamberg, Germany

Abstract. Rapid application development without profound development skills are the stated advantages of the recent trend in Low-Code
Application Development. In a time-constrained experiment we investigate these promises for three Low-Code platforms by implementing a
practical use case. While this was in fact feasible in a short time for major
parts of our use case, the platforms differ significantly and a technical
understanding is still required for non-trivial applications.

Keywords: Low-Code, Process Automation, Use Case, Mob Programming

1

Introduction

Low-Code application development is a recent trend in the software industry.
It is expected to become the technological basis for an increasing amount of
newly developed applications, as predicted in the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Enterprise Low-Code Application Platforms [9]. The promised advantages
of Low-Code platforms are that on the one hand less skills are required for
development and on the other hand applications can be developed much faster [6],
because Low-Code platforms enable application development at a higher level
of abstraction, often based on visual programming [6]. By integrating cloud
computing, Low-Code platforms can furthermore support application deployment
in an automated fashion on reliable and scalable cloud infrastructures [8]. A
variety of platforms have emerged from both vendors specialized on Low-Code
(e.g., OutSystems1 , Mendix2 , or Appian3 ) and established cloud providers (e.g.,
Microsoft4 ). Nowadays, the interest in Low-Code platforms also increases in
academic research. Several studies focusing on single platforms in-depth have
been published [2, 5, 7] and we are aware of one study [8] aiming to compare several
Low-Code platforms to provide a broader overview of the existing platforms and
their scope of features. Also evaluations of how well certain features facilitate
application development have been performed. Henriques et al. [2] evaluated
1
2
3
4

https://www.outsystems.com
https://www.mendix.com
https://appian.com/
https://powerapps.microsoft.com
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the process modeling language of OutSystems in a structured way and Sahay
et al. [8] discussed their experiences as a side aspect. An investigation focusing
specifically on the aspect of rapidness of development while considering several
platforms in comparison, has however not been done yet. Therefore, we performed
a qualitative investigation of several platforms by implementing a realistic use
case in a constrained experimental setup. We aim to investigate the promises
of easy, rapid application development and deployment by evaluating to which
extent this is possible with a selected set of platforms. This is summarized by
our research question:
RQ: To what extent do Low-Code Development platforms enable rapid
application development despite low prior experience?
In the following, we describe foundations of Low-Code platforms and our
use case in Sect. 2. Our approach is explained in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we state
the outcomes of our investigation and discuss them with regard to our research
question in Sect. 5, before concluding our work in Sect. 6.

2

Foundations

Low-Code Development Platforms are cloud environments in which applications
can be created and hosted based on the technology stack provided by the platform
vendor. The core characteristic is that vendors try to abstract as much as possible
from the technical details (the coding aspect) of application development [3, 8]
while still enabling developers, called citizen developers in this context [3, 8],
to implement their specific use case. While a higher level of abstraction and a
more constrained development environment simplify application development, the
degree to which applications can be customized for a specific use case is limited.
However, a more complex development environment is more difficult to use but
would allow for a specific customization. Therefore, platform vendors apply a range
of techniques to balance this trade-off, namely visual programming [4, 8], domainspecific languages [3], model-driven engineering [1, 3], or pre-built components and
templates [3]. Internally, platform vendors make use of cloud computing to allocate
resources for applications on-demand and in an automated and scalable way as
described in more detail by Sahay et al. [8]. They also provide a comparison of
current Low-Code Development Platforms [8]. Differences between the platforms
originate from the diverse backgrounds of platform vendors. Regarding suitable
use cases and applications, Luo et al. [6] found out that most developers, who
discuss such platforms online, build mobile and web applications. A focus is on
process automation [6] and business-centric applications [6], such as Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) or Content Management Systems (CMS).
From our point of view, our use case therefore fits well into the context of LowCode applications, as we want to automate the process of a student registering for
a thesis at a university’s chair. Similar to CRM, the student can be seen as a kind
of customer managed by the chair and similar to CMS different documents are
involved to describe the thesis topic and for the registration of a thesis. We have
modeled the use case in its current manual form using Business Process Model
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and Notation (BPMN) to identify potentials for automation5 . Our envisioned
process includes a web-based application which manages and automates parts
of the process. The beginning of this process is shown in Fig. 1. For a better
understanding, the process can be divided into three Sub Processes (SP): Request
Submission (SP1), Chair Notification (SP2) and Acceptance Decision (SP3).

Student

SP1
Fill in Thesis
Request Form

Request Form
Accept Rejection

Interest in writing
a thesis

LowCode App

Two weeks have
passed

SP2
Send Email
Notification
Accept received

Save new
request

Add Student
Request to
Queue

Handle
Rejection

Notify chair

List threshold
exceeded

Chair

SP3

Chair View
Conditions met

Discuss Master
Student
Request

Decline Request
Chair View

No

Yes

Accept Request
and provide
topics

Fig. 1. Thesis Registration Process at the University of Bamberg (excerpt).

Although this excerpt is only the beginning of the whole thesis registration
process, it is representative for the functional requirements of the whole process,
covering all layers of a typical web application: User interfaces (UI), data storage
(DS) and business logic (BL). Starting in SP1, at the UI level, students should be
able to fill in a Form with their personal information, such as name, email, and
course of studying. In addition, they should be able to upload a file that contains
further information or ideas for potential thesis topics. The app should validate
the submitted form and Save the Data in a storage layer, enriched with the date
of submission and with a status “New”. In SP2 at the BL layer, there are two
possible events which represent Triggers for a notification. If either two weeks
have passed since the submission of the oldest request or the list of new requests
has exceeded a certain threshold, the app should detect this and thereupon send
an Email to notify the members of the chair that a meeting should be held to
discuss the new requests. Finally, in SP3, after a chair meeting, it should be
possible for a chair member to View a list of all requests and to either decline
or accept each request through the click of a button. The Logic layer behind it
should validate that only new requests can be accepted or declined and change
the status accordingly by performing an Update on the Data in the DS layer.
5

https://github.com/uniba-dsg/low-code-use-case
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Methodology

Our methodology mainly follows an experimental approach as we perform a
qualitative study by implementing the previously introduced process model.
However, for a general understanding and market overview of Low-Code platforms,
we searched for empirical comparisons by using ACM, IEEE, and Scopus.
Our literature search yielded a comprehensive comparison of Low-Code platforms by Sahay et al. [8]. From their list of platforms, we selected those that are
still available, offer Process Automation as a feature, and can be tested within a
free tier offering. Hence, we selected OutSystems, Microsoft Power Apps, and
Appian because only these fulfill our criteria. For the implementation, we strictly
followed the process model. We documented the implementation process for all
platforms, w.r.t. the perceived achievements and obstacles, structured by the
defined subprocesses. We applied Remote Mob Programming 6 as a development
technique. The authors of the study were also its participants. This technique
offers distributed collaboration for a small team of developers (at least three).
Hereby, the members of the team are working together at the same time remotely,
e.g., via video conferencing. One by one shares the screen with the current development environment and works actively as a so-called Typist who is executing
instructions given by the rest of the Mob. In regular intervals (we set 15 minutes
instead of the recommended 10 minutes), the advance in the development is
handed over to the next member who becomes the Typist. We followed this
procedure for three days by spending 6h/day (in line with the recommendation)
for each of the platforms. Remote Mob Programming as a development technique
was selected because we believe that compared to an approach of working with a
new platform alone, the Mob can prevent situations of a single developer getting
stuck. In such situations others can contribute their ideas and discuss the next
steps or potential solutions to overcome this. This can accelerate the development
process and discharge the involved developers. For the assessment, we used a
3-step scaling system to rate the degree of fulfillment for our requirements. All
Mob members had no prior experience with Low-Code platforms in general.
Only preparations like account creation and software installation were performed
beforehand.

4

Implementation Results

In this section, we summarize the results of the experiment which can be seen in
Table 1. This includes the aspects of our use case implemented and the problems
that occurred during implementation.
4.1

Appian

A unique characteristic of Appian is its custom scripting language. All building
blocks (views, data, logic) are objects in the appian designer. The integration
6

https://www.remotemobprogramming.org/
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Table 1. Subprocesses from Figure 1 implemented: Fully implemented ( ), partially
implemented ( ), and not implemented ( ).
SP1 (Request) SP2 (Notification)
SP3 (Decision)
Form Save Data Triggers
Email
View Logic Update Data
Appian
OutSystems
PowerApps

between these objects was hard to grasp at the beginning of our experiment. Some
features were only realizable when implementing custom boolean expressions or
configuring elements in a way where the graphical editor had no predefined option
and we had to use the scripting language. This complicated the development
process in our one-day-workshop. Reading the documentation and understanding
the scripting language was often necessary to proceed. Appian integrates with
public cloud providers and their systems as well as to other external sources
like ERM/CRM systems. A deployment was implicitly done when storing the
different elements.
The UI implementation was well supported via the graphical editor. Some
aspects were not implementable with the editor, e.g., when more mature features
like grouping input fields (SP1.Form) or a display of all students with their
status buttons (SP3.View) were needed. The logic is defined in a process-like
interface similar to the options in BPMN where tasks can be configured via
the scripting language. Triggers can start these processes. For mail integration,
we used the predefined Appian service. The timer trigger did not work in our
experiment whereas the element size check of the already stored entities succeeded
(SP2.Trigger). We stored primitives through our forms, but faced difficulties
storing files (SP1.Save Data). With our gained knowledge, SP3 was implemented
without issues.
4.2

OutSystems

In contrast to Appian and PowerApps, OutSystems requires locally installed
client software which include self-explanatory hints, tooltips and autocompletion
features. All study participants used the same account with the same log-in
credentials. Only the desktop application was used since the synchronization
worked properly via the cloud. Particularly noteworthy was the deployment which
could be done by a single click without any further knowledge.
After some time, we found out, that forms can be created based on the data
model. OutSystems’ storage solution uses one of several predefined SQL servers
where files can be stored as blob entries in a table. Therefore, we defined the data
model first and created our views by attaching the data table to it. Additional
fields of other tables were created via dragging and dropping the corresponding
input fields from the tool bar. The input fields were automatically integrated in a
submit form which already included the logic to persist the data. OutSystems was
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the only platform, where we managed the mentioned file upload and download
(SP1.Save Data). The time based trigger did not work in our use case, whereas
the list threshold exceeded trigger did (SP2.Trigger). The mail integration in SP2
was possible with an existing SMTP server. A consistent look and feel of the
platform helped to implement SP3 without facing any challenges.
4.3

PowerApps

PowerApps is fully integrated with other Microsoft products and the Azure cloud.
To make use of these integrations, code writing skills are required for different
layers of the Low-Code platform (e.g., for validation or UI workflows). The
documentation, however, is structured on an individual product level, making it
difficult to find details and best practices on the integration with PowerApps.
Another difficulty were unclear error messages, e.g., “Schemas do not match” or
“HTTP request failed” in the context of integrating a Flow with a UI button.
For SP1, the form and data storage was realizable after some starting problems.
Data storage (Dataverse) and the business logic execution (Flows engine) are
separate, modular products which complicate building a full stack app in our
experimental setting. As for the other platforms, business logic can be executed
based on triggers which were difficult to integrate with the Dataverse tables.
Triggering the mail worked partially, see Table 1, as we were able to send a mail
based on a timer but not on the exact conditions of the list threshold. Mail
integration was possible with an existing SMTP server. Due to the problems we
faced, especially with the integration of the different products, there was not
enough time left to implement SP3, apart from creating the accept and decline
button in the view.

5

Discussion

As an initial answer to our research question we can state that we were able to
rapidly realize large parts of our use case with all three platforms, despite no
previous specific experience with them. Nevertheless, our general knowledge about
software engineering helped us in finding the needed options in the platforms
more quickly. Being familiar with the classic three-layer application design, for
example, helped us to already have a general structure for the application in mind.
From our point of view, someone without general software engineering knowledge
had to follow more closely the guidelines, tutorials, and documentation provided
by the platform to become productive but could, after some training, also profit
from the features of a platform to build applications rapidly. However, as we
could see from the more detailed aspects of our use case (e.g., data validation
or checking custom conditions), a higher use case complexity usually requires
more technical knowledge which is also in line with the overall assessment of
Luo et al. [6]. Such technical knowledge might stem from a general background
in computer science or from practical experience with a platform over a longer
time. Detailed knowledge for one platform, however, might be difficult to apply
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elsewhere. That’s why, from our point of view, a general background in computer
science still provides a better foundation for application development. In addition
to these general findings, the three platforms we investigated can be further
differentiated. Overall, we found OutSystems to be a solution more focused
on citizen developers. Its clean design via drag and drop elements, automatic
integration with the storage layer and in particular its one-click-deployment
contribute to the best Low-Code experience we faced in this experiment. The
other two solutions could be described as Less-Code platforms. PowerApps is
integrated with a lot of services of the Microsoft Azure’s cloud environment. For
enterprise users, this integration might be beneficial since already used services
can be integrated into PowerApps, but programming is more technically compared
to the application stack in OutSystems. Contrary to the other platforms, Appian
offers a custom scripting language together with a custom component model. For
feature-rich, rapid bootstrapped applications this platform design might support
customers to build web applications. Without deeper technical knowledge in
Appian and an understanding of the DSL, Appian is an expert system as the
market for professional Appian developers shows.
Regarding features and techniques that supported rapidness in application
development, we faced the best experience whenever the low code platforms
provided intuitive interactions, suggestions, and direct feedback. One example
are software wizards for generating UIs based on the defined data scheme which
guide through the creation process in a focused interface. Additionally, these
interfaces rely on visual programming by offering drag and drop features to
alter the UI for displaying some fields respectively leaving out others, all while
arranging these fields in a visually appealing layout as a default. In these cases,
no extensive software engineering skills are needed to understand the layering of a
system and progress can be made quickly, because the platform provides suitable
defaults and templates. In other cases where custom DSL expressions need to be
written the implementation flexibility increases, but comes with the difficulty to
be familiar with the specific syntax. To take low coding literally, we refined the
classification scheme for our selected platforms. We only rate OutSystems as a
low code platform whereas Appian and PowerApps are less code ones.
Considering the feasibility of implementing our use case with the three
platforms, we can state that from a functionality point of view, all platforms
fulfill the functional requirements. In comparison to other implementation options,
additional aspects like vendor lock-in or overall operation costs would need to be
considered, but are out of the scope of this work. Finally, our experiment also
has some threats to validity: (1) All study participants aka paper authors have a
background in computer science. Therefore, the comparison to citizen developers
is flawed and could be investigated in an additional experiment in future work.
(2) The time limitation of six hours for each platform is one strength for a fair
comparison but can introduce false conclusions due to the shallow investigation
of the documentation and an absence of deeper knowledge about the platforms
and their designs. (3) Some features like encryption of the data, security and role
management with providers like LDAP were not tested due to time limitations.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we made an experimental investigation of Low-Code platforms.
We find that the investigated Low-Code platforms do enable rapid application
development through easing the implementation effort. Nevertheless, coding is
still required at some points, which is shown by the two Less-Code platforms in
our investigation. Low-Code platforms are within this area of tension between
ease of usage, enabling citizen developers to create apps, and the integration
with other systems and a cloud provider’s ecosystem. Due to this trade-off, some
platforms are focused on a single application for development whereas others
provide a feature-rich ecosystem.
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